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Special to the New Mexican.
Cloudcroft, N. M., Aug. 24. At yesterday's session of the Bar Association
of New Mexico, the following officers
for the ensuing year were elected:
President, A. B. Renehan, of Santa Fe;
vice presidents by districts, first
Benjamin M. Read, of Santa Fe;
second district, A. B. McMlllen, of Albuquerque; third district, E. C. Wade,
FE of Las
SANTA
AT
Cruces; fourth district, Charles
A. Spiess, of Las Vegas; fifth district,
W. C. Reld, of Roswell; sixth district,
If Proposition Carries Best J. E, Wharton, of Alamogordo; secreR. H.
tary and treasurer,
of Reasons by True
Hanna, of Santa Fe. The city of Roswell was chosen as the meeting place
Friend of People.
of the association In 1907; the time to
and be fixed hereafter. The following were
W. T. Thornton
who elected delegates to the meeting of
Mexico,
of
Guadalajara,
wife,
the American Bar Association, at St.
have been in the city for several
Paul, Minnesota: W. A. Hawkins, W.
Commissioner
U.
S.
weeks, guests ot
C. Reld, and T. B. Catron.
beand Mrs. J. P. Victory, the latter
A barbecue took place yesterday afwent
Mrs.
of
Thornton,
ft
sister
ing
at which W. B. Chllders, of
ternoon
where
to
Albuquerque,
last evening
and G. A.- - Richardson,
resithe
Albuquerque,
at
they are today sojourning
dence of Hon. and Mrs. Prank W. ot Roswell, entered into a debate upon
the statehood question, Mr. Chllders
Clancy.
Thornton has been talking In favor of joint statehood,
rewhile Mr. Richardson contended for
quite ill for a month, but is now
Mexico.
cuperating and Is getting along nicely. separate statehood for New
At thb regular annual banquet of the
He was a resident of New Mexico from
1877 to 1897 during which he prac- association last night, there were
guests. The affair was adticed his profession as an attorney in ninety-fivthis city. He represented the county mirably arranged and greatly enjoyed
of Santa Fe in the '80s ns a member by all present. Governor Hagerman
of the council of the Legislative As- made an address In which he advised
of the Territory for
sembly and served the people very ac- the
ceptably as Governor from 1803 to legislative purposes, either by the leg1897 by appointment, of President
islative assembly or by himself at an
Graver Cleveland. He-- is thoroughly early date advised municipalities to
acquainted with New Mexico people, increase saloon and gambling licenses
conditions and resources, having trav- In order to make them a greater
eled extensively over the Territory source of revenue and the holding ot
nud having kept track of its progress a
constitutional convenand advancement since he has taken tion. He also defended himself against
up his residence in Mexico, where he the attacks made upon him in Arizona
has been engaged in mining operations papers as to the part he has taken
which of late have turned out very In the
promotion of the joint statehood
successfully and have put him on movement for the two Territories and
the "shady side of Easy Street." He for the
language he used in the prois a firm friend of the Territory, its clamation
fixing the number of deleIn
Fe.
peopl" and especially of Santa
and
their districts to the congates
talking to a representative of the New stitutional convention and for a vote
that
said
Thornton
Governor
Mexican,
on the
of statehood Novemhe could not understand how any ber 6th question
next.
this
of
property owner or resident
The session was a success in every
city or county could in the least de- way and all those who attended were
benThe
statehood.
oppose
gree
joint
not only pleased, but very glnd they
efits which would accrue to this city did so.
The courtesy extended by the
no
so
that
are so great, and
apparent
El Paso and Southwestern Railroad
diRfMisslon
whatever should ho had,
the Atchison, Topeka & Sante.Fe
Joint starehood and the location here! by
wa?'
Chicago, Rock Island
trin--f
ot the capita! '"'f 31 &';&&
New Mexico Railrfvtf, and by the
oinal cause for" the Mlyatioii of this f
Santa Fe Central Railway, which eith
city which with tho capital Dy. mat er
granted free transportation or low
time ought to be the most populous,
most visited and most attractive health fares for members of the association
and members of their families to atresort on this continent.
and
To a reporter of the New Mexican, tend, wns greatly appreciated,
reso.utlons to that effect were unanisaid :
the
Believes Single Statehood Impossible. mously passed. Nearly all of those
"I am ardently in favor of joint who nttended left today for theis res
Rtatehood, believing that through the pective hemes.
prejudices of the Senators and mem
bers of Congress from the eastern
,
states, it will be impossible fori lArUYA MAY
the Territory to obtain single stateDflRRFR
gr.
hood for many years to come and
that .j
joint statehood Is the only thing
to
geen lmDlicated in
can bring us continuous prosper! y
Sack
postoffice,n
two
the
Arizona
with
"By joining
Prison Her
state
largei
territories will make a
than any other in the Union, except
Tafoya.
UI1tlo.
TeXaS, Willi
who was arrested here Wednesday by
diver
this
but
very
ces and interests,
Sheriff Marlon Littrell. acting upon adpMv must be of benefit because, men
vice of the United States Marshal's
and
elected to the legislature must
office in Albuquerque, is believed to
will represent the different Interests; hava been
Implicated In the robbery
it will be more difficult to make legis- of tho Taos
postoffice some time ago.
the
to
lative combinations, injurious
United States Marshal Harry
Deputy
the
were
new state, than it tfould be
Cooper, of Albuquerque, came after
Territory to go In alone. New Mexi Tafoya and took the prisoner to Taos
co certainly has nothing to fear from
yesterday to answer to a charge for
joint statehood. It is much more pop violation to the Edmund's act.
and
Arizona
ulouB at this time than
Tafoya was arrested on Informathe climatic and agricultural eondl tion furnished
by his wife, who alleges
tions are such that New Mexico will that he has been intimate with one
much
a
to
have
larger
ablo
be
always
Senorlta Cruz Pacheco. Mrs. Tafoya
population than the sister territory, claims that when she remonstrated
than
having a great deal more land
with her husband for his neglect of
is suitable for agriculture. While this
her and the family he subjected her
is the case, we must derive great bene- to a
beating. Tafoya is now In the
fits from Arizona from the immense
for safe keeping.
penitentiary
ore deposits found in that territory,
which will in a few years make it one
of the greatest, if not the greatest 8EVEN TRAINS OF
IN PECOS VALLEY.
producer of precious metals and copper in the Union and there is no
doubt that within five years it will Special to th" New Mexican.
be the largest producer of copper of
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 21. Fifty-fon- r
any state or nation in the world and coach loads of homeseekers, the largby uniting into one state these di- est excursion of prospective settlers
versified resources, great prosperity that has been sent out to the Pecos
and modern advancement will be In- Valley, arrived here Wednesday night
sured for all time. Arizona, will need en route from Amarillo to Carlsbad.
cthe agricultural products of New MexTney traveled In seven special trains,
ico for her mines and New Mexico and it Is expected that most of them
will need and receive the 'benefits of will file on homestead claims.
the mining interests of Arizona.
What Jointure Means to Santa Fe.
ests between what are now Arizona
"Locally, I hear it said that joint and New Mexico. Southern New Mex-lostatehood will be injurious to Santa
will not vote for it to go to Ari
'
Fe as the Capital must be moved. In zona. Arizona will not vote for it to
my opinion, the only possible way to be changed to southern New Mexico,
keep the capital at Santa Fe Is by finding that when it does so, her
'
With single state- chance Is gone for ever,
joint statehood.
hood, as the southern part and the
"As a property owner, I personally
eastern portion of the territory, be- believe that joint statehood is for our
come more populous, the capital might local benefit and were I a citizen of
in time, be moved to some point, far- New Mexico today, I would work with
ther south or west.
might and main in favor of joint
"This would be an impossibility statehood. The real Interests of the
with joint statehood hi my opinion, for people of the two territories and the
this reason: So long as we have a special Interests of this city would be
majority of population in the north- greatly served and because the reern and central portion of the new tention of the capital here would he
state, there will be no danger of the assured by favorable action upon this
capital going to Arizona or to any question, next election day.
"In my opinion! the property owner
point south of here. If the south
asks for the removal of the capital, and citizen of this city, and county,
the Arizona people would think best who votes against this proposition,
that it should not be removed, but will Injure his own property and hurt
will vote to hold it at Santa Fe. There himself more than any one else. This
is a possibility of attempts to move It, county should give, if Its people know
but that la a long" way off, and thus what is good for them, a unanimous
we can depend on retaining the capital vote next November for joint
by the presence of conflicting Inter- -
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His Campaign Manager Lock-

ed Up Too Railroads
Still Operating.
Havana, Aug. 21. Jose Miguel Gowho was a candidate for president last fall and who was arrested
August 21st, at his residence near
Sanctl Spirltus in the Province of Santa inra, arrived here from Batabano
on a special train early this morning
and had been escorted to the city
Jail before his presence became known.
Gomez Denies That He Entered Conspiracy.
Gomez in an interview in jail Inter
"I declare that I
in tne day said:
have never had any knowledge of this
unfortunate conflict and that if I hud
conspired against President Palmas'
administration, I have more than sufficient pride to boldly admit it now.
"You may assure the people of the
United States that I have not conspired to disturb the peace and prosperity of thi' country."
former Campaign Manager Also Arrested.
Orestes Fcrrera, who was campaign secretary and manager for Gomez, and who was with him In New
York, several months ago, was arrested in the City do Santa Clara on a"
charge of conspiracy. Ferrera is suspected of trying to secure arms and
ammunition in the United States for
the use of insurgents.
Western Railroad Still Operating.
Pino Guerrero with most of his command left San Junn De Martinez this
morning with the object of occupying Guanes, situated on the extension
of the Western Railway which is not
yet in operation. The traffic manager
of the Western Railway reports that
trains are running and telegraph lines
are operating at San Juan today, without and interruption any where.
Fighting in Santa Clara Province To-mez

day.
The- first encounter

in the Santa
Clara province occurred this morning.
A detachment
of Rural Guards - attacked an insurgent band commanded by Miguel Gonzales, between Santo
Domingo and Colon.
The insurgents
were scattered and some of their arms
and ammunition were captured.
Changes in Cabinet by Resignation.
During the vacancy of the secretary
ship of the Interior owing to the resignation of Sonor O'Farrell, who was
acting secretary to- Senor Montalvo,
secretary of public works has been
given charge of all matters referring
to i.e maintenance of
public order.
Senor Font Sterling, secretary and
treasurer, will have charge of the administration of military affairs.
-

Grant-SaTrespassing on Ablquiu Land
Rosa Fiesta Fine Crop
Conditions.

nta

Special to the New Mexican.
veiw ' L.
Ahiqulu, Aug. 21.
Bradford Prince, of Santa Fe,,'t,e.t
several days this week In Ablquiu, a; d
of his
looked after the interests
clients In the partition suit of the
Plaza Colorado land grant near this
town. E. A. Flske, Santa Fe lawyer,
who la also Interested In the case, has
been here on a similar mission. The
commission appointed by tho co irt of
the first judicial district to inspect the
land grant and make recommendations
as to the partition of it to the nsveral
claimants, and which commission consists of Samuel Eldodt, of San Juan
Pueblo, Page B. Otero, of Santa Fe,
and Bruce Millelseii, ot Chains, has
also been at work and has made a
careful Inspection ot tho property. It
is reported this commission will recommend and set aside the diuerent
tracts of land to go to claimants whose
rights have been established and If
claimants should not be satisfied, then
the land in question will tic sold
and the proceeds divided among them.
An interesting suit was on bearing
this week before the Justice nf the
Peace of this precinct. The owners
of the Ablquiu land grant brought suit
against the Suazo Brothers, Henry
Grant, and others, for damage claim-eby them by trespassing and the
grazing of sheep on the unoccupied
lands on tho grant, owned by tho defendants who have jo interest In the
grant, Two juries were empanelled
and finally a verdict in favor of the
complainants was reached. The case
will bo appealed to the district court,
for the first judicial district for Rio
Arriba County.
Grant preparations are beb; made
here for tho proper celebration of the
annual fiesta of Sauta Rosa, which will
take place on the 30th of thin month.
One of the special teat ores of the occasion will be horae races. Several
Colorado race horses will be .here and
will compete with the best riding animals in this vicinity and fiom the
Jicarilla Apache reservation- where
there are some horses of good record
and that have won prizes. Many peo-ptfrom the surrounding country will
be here and the occasion promises to
be the best nttended in many years.
The Old Mission church of Sauta Torn; a has been thoroughly renovated
and put into good condition. A new
shingle roof has been put on and the
fences surrounding the church and the
cemetery have ben rarai jA nd
'i;f!res
painted, T)ils is onu ,o
churches in the United States and
believed to have been built 280 years
e

..;

;

ago.

This portion of Rio Arriba County
has had abundant, rain during the
season. Cereals and hay crops
especially are in prime condition.
Grass in the Gallinas and Vallo3itos
Mountains is nearly waist high. Old
inhabitants say there never have been
better grazing prospects for the fall
and winter, The fruit crop is very
smail except tihe apple crop which
is the largest in years. The orchards
have a few late peaches and some
pears. These orchards last year produced several hundreds of thousands
of pounds of choice fruit which was
marketed in Kspnnola for shipment to
other points.
en-tir-

President Desired Them Sent to Fort
According to Recommendations of
Reno, Oklahoma Fort Brown
Carnegie System Message to
Abandoned.
Be So Printed.
President
Oyster Hay, Aug. 21.
Roosevelt today announced that Ik
as adopted the Carnegie reform spell-'nand that he has instructed the
public printer that all official documents from the White lionise including the president's message, shall be
printed In accordance with the recommendations of the spelling reform committee headed by Brander Matthews,
of Columbia University.
This committee has published a list
of three hundred words in which the
spelling is reformed. This list contains such words as ' Thru" and "Tho"
The President's sanction
"Though."
of this reform movement is regarded
as the most effective and speediest
method for Inaugurating
the new
system of spelling throughout the
country. It is regarded as more than
likely that the respective heads of departments will fall in line with the
President's
Idea" and have their ofDEATH TO FREE
ficial documents printed in the new
LIFE PRISONER spelling. The President will also utilize the reformed spelling in all of
Jesus Ramos,
Man, nis correspondence.
In the Penitentiary For Murder, Fatally III.
Ninety-nine-ye-

Sentenced to ninety-ninyears in
the territorial penitentiary for the
murder of a man in Grant County,
Jesus Ramos will end his captivity in
death. Last night he became desperately ill and the prison surgeon,
Dr. J. A, Massle, made a quick trip
to tho penitentiary.
He ordered the
man placed in the hospital ward and
gave it as his opinion that he could
not get well because his ailment Is
chronic and of. long standing. Ramos
and
Is known as convict No. 1111
arrived at the 'prison May 10, 1901.
Although realising that' he would in
all probability never leave the pris
on walls until he was carried out, cold
In death, Ramos has been a model
prisoner and has never made an attempt to escape. He knows that death
will soon release him from the power
of the law, and is apparently satisfied
that It should be so.
e
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Visitors Speak in Glowing Terms of
Fine Scenery and Local Attractions.

GENT
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Ex-G-

NEGRO TROOPS
PRESIDENT ADOPTS
OUT OF TEXAS!
REFORM SPELLING

Instead of
Washington, Aug. 21.
going to Fort Ringgold, which is about
100 miles
up the river from Fort
Brown, the battalion of the 2J5th Infantry has been ordered to Fort Reno.
Oklahoma..
This action is lu accordance with
the direction of the president and also
Is recommended by Gen. McCaskey,
commanding the department of Texas.
By direction of the president
also,
Gee. ,T. Franklin Bell, chief of staff,
will make a thorough Investigation of
tho whole Brownsville affair and report to the president.
Fort Brown is to be adandoned.
The company of the 20th Infantry
which was sent to that fort will not
stay very long. Its duty Is to pack
up all the movable government property, which will be shipped to other
points whon the troops will be ordered away.

GREATLY PLEASED
WITH CAPITAL

DEPOSITORS GET

20

NO. 159.

Mrs. E. C. Manning, and little daugh
ter, Anin, of Maxwell City, Colfax
County, and Miss Agnes Walsh, of Topeka, Kansas, arrived in the Capital
last evening and are registered at the
Claire hotel. Mrs. Manning and husband have been residents of New Mexico for many years, Mr. Manning hav
ing nad charge of the famous Maxwell farm, five miles northeast of Maxwell City for seventeen years. This
farm contains about 0.400 acres all under fence, of which 1,000 acres are
in cultivation,
namely, in alfalfa,
wheat, corn, oats and barley. There
is considerable of an orchard on the
place. The buildings are comfortable
and extensive adobe structures with
steel roofs and of large dimensions.
The barn Is a historical building, hav
'
ing been firs! put up at the home
Land Grant
ranch of he Maxwell
Company, in Cimarron, twenty years
ago, and then moved to its present
position. The timber In it is of the
best ami its dimensions are great. In
addition to the cultivated area, there
are several hundred heads of high
;rnde Hereford rattle and many horses
of pedigiee rauge on the pasture land.
Ihe beeves and young horses are
readily disposed of at good prices
every year mid are shipped to Kan
sas City.
Up to this year Mr, Manning was
the manager of the place for the com
pany while this season he has it rent
ed. The water for Irrigation
comes
from the ditches of the Vermejo Irrigation system and the supply is ample
and steady every year. Crops last
year were very good and this year
they will be still more bountiful except fruit, which is a failure on account of early frosts. Last year's fruit
crop was great in quality and in quantity.
Mrs. "Manning and her guest, Miss
Walsh are greatly pleased with Santa
Fe and will spend several days here
enjoying the surrounding scenery as
well as the historical and archaeological attractions of the city. This
is their first visit here. Miss Walsh
is the daughter of P, Walsh, the veteran general baggage master of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, with headquarters in Topeka and
who has been with the road for thirtythree years. Mr. Walsh's name is a
household word with the thousands
and thousands of travelers who use
tne road. The baggage system of the
Santa Fe is remarkably well organized
and managed by 'him, although even
under. his eagle eye, mistakes, as in
the best regulated families, occur
once in a while. Still there are fewer
of them and less baggage smashing
than on any other road of similar extent in the United States. Mrs. Manning and Miss Walsh are also delight
ed with Santa Fe's climate, which is
just a bit superior to that of the home
of Mrs. Manning ns there is a smaller
movement of the wind, a litttle more
genial sunshine and more ozone in the
atmosphere here. Mr. and Mrs. Man
ning are respected and liked In the
section of their residence. Miss Walsh
will recommend to her Topeka and
other Kansas friends to visit Santa
Fe often and early. She is delighted
with the visit.

On all Money in
Wrecked Chicago
Bank.
STENSLANO

IN

ENGLAND

Living in Luxury, Says News-

paper Man Who Saw
Him in London.
Chicago, Aug. 21. Receiver Fetzer
of the defunct
Milwaukee Avenue
State Bank sent out notices to five
thousand depositors yesterday to call

1

at the bank and receive twenty per
cent dividend on their deposits today.
It was the original Intention to send
out notices to 22,000 depositors simultaneously but on account of the difficulty in handling such a crowd, the
receiver derided to send out only five
thousand notices daily.
$500,000 In Currency Again in Bank.
iKlvc hundred thousand
dollars hi
currency and coin wero taken to the
bank yesterday in preparation for today's work. One hundred policemen
in uniform and about fifty men In
plain clothes wore at the bank at
7:30 o'clock this morning in anticipation of the opening of the doors at
9 o'clock.
Fugitive Banker in London is Report.
Madison, Aug. 21. Paul O. Stens-laud- ,
the 'president of the Milwaukee
Avenue Bank of Chicago, was in London, on August 10, according to a
statement from the English capital received today by Madison relatives, of
Peer O. Stromnie, a former Chicago
newspaper man. Strommo who know
Stemsland well, writes that he met the
banker in London and went to call on
him later in Stenslnnd's apartments.
Tho banker had left in the meantime
for Flushing and south Europe.
Strommo says that Stenslaud apparently had plenty of money.

BUGS DESTROY
PINE TREES
Curious Little Insects Do Great
aae to Forests in Southwest,
Says Expert.

-

Dam- -

'

Washington, Aug. 21 J. L. Webb,
special field agent for the division of
forest investigations, has completed
his report on the western pine destroying bark beetle. A variety of this
insect occurs in Arizona and New Mexico and attacks the western yellow pine
and the sugar pine. The investigations by Mr. Webb were taken up In
May of last year, and It was found
that from 2 to 5 per cent of the matured, standing bull pine timber had
died as a result, of the ravages of
this insect.
The bark beetle attacks the trees
in swarms, burrowing Into the living
bark through the inner layer of which
each female excavates winding galleries in which to doposlt eggs. These
galleries serve to cut off the matural
movement of the sap and completely
girdle and kill the trees. The habit
of the Insect In attacking eirdled and
felled trees enables the keeping of
the pest in check by the means of
trap trees. Such tree will usually
be attacked by swarms of the beetle
which excavate galleries and denoslt
their eggs. After the eggs have hatched and the larvae
are about full
grown, the removal and the burnlnc
of ihe bark will effectually
destroy
tne broods and contribute greatly to
the reducing of the number of the

THEATRICAL PEO- PLE IN WRECK
Near St. Thomas, Canada Engineer
Killed Others Severely Injured,
One Fatally.
St. Thomas, Ont., Aug. 21.

A

Wa-has-

snecial train carrying two the
atrical companies, one from Chicago
and one from Detroit, and a Canadian
Pacific regular passenger train from
Toronto collided at a crossing Just
east of this city today. The engin
eer of the Canadian Pacific was killed
a fireman and a baggage man on the
same train serious Injured, the latter
orobably fatally. None of the passen
gers on either train was Injured,

-

Beetles.

NORMAL INSTITUTE
CLOSED YESTERDAY
Successful in Every Way Attendance
Was Large Examinations Held
for Certificates.

EL PASO TRAIN
IN COLLISION

After being In session for ten davs
teachers
during which time thirty-twwere enrolled, the Santa Fe County
normal institute came to a close ves- terday. Professor J, E. Wood, superintendent of the city public schools, and
Professor W. E. Garrison, principal
the local high school, who acted
joint conductors, are elated over the
good work done. The teachers' ins-ttute which has Just ended is consid
ered to have been the most successful
held in this county in recent years
every
particular. The attendance was
FINE GOATS TO MEXICO.
larger than usual and a lively Interest
was taken in the proceedings. Exam
From Pecos Valley Juarez Agriculinations for certificates were held totural College Gets Some Fine
day.
Animals.

Near Aitavista, Kansas, With Freight
No One Was
Train
Killed.

Topeka, Aug. 24. At an early hour
this morning the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific flyer, known as the El
Paso train, west bound, crashed into
the rear of a freight train three miles
east of Aitavista, Kansas, derailing a
dozen cars of the freight train, which
were afterwards destroyed by fire.
The crew of the pas"enger train es
caped death by jumping, although the
engineer was injured about the head
and shoulders. An unknown passenger was also severely Injured.

But No Damage is
Done Heavy
Rainfall.
THREATEOED

BY

EPIDEMIC

Child Alive in Barrel

Santi-

ago Shaken Interesting
Description.

I

Valparal'o, Aug. 24. There were
two slight earth shocks here last night

.:f"

and rain began falling again this morn
ing Increasing the suffering of thousands who are living in tents. Many
sought refuge In houses whose walls
are in a dangerous state of ruin. It
Is believed that if the rain continues
mucn longer, a serious epidemic is
sure to break out. About ten thousand
workmen are employed In clearing
away the ruins anu in searching for
bodies.
Child Alive In Barrel Under Wreckage.
In the wreckage of one of the houses, workmen today found a child alive
In a barrel which had
protected it
from harm.
Among the sums of
money received here for the relief of
the earthquake sufferers, $35,000 came
from San Francisco.
Santiago Again Severely Shaken.
Santiago, Aug. 23
p. m. Delayed
In transit, Aug. 11
Another severe
earth shock has just occurred here.
Interesting Description of Valparaiso.
Qnlneey, III., Aug, 21. Frederic J.
Haskln, globe trotter and special contributor to a syndicate of the leading
newspapers of tho country, who has
traveled extensively in South America, has given out the following interview concerning Valparaiso which
ho visited recently:
A City of Hills and Few Hollows.
"The man who selected the site
and laid out the town of Valparaiso
played a costly Joke on future generations. The name means 'Valley
of Paris,' and that is where the
joke
comes in. Instead of being a valley the place is located on hills that
are so steep they make one's head
swim.
Several long streets ramble
rcksttiy along the water front, and
then, to get. anywhere else, one must-taka row boat or an elevator. We
have a few cities in the United
States such as San Francisco, Seat
tle, or even Kansas City, which can
boast ot being hilly In spots, but
none of them can compare with Valparaiso In this respect. The place
is very rough and broken, the people
having to be lifted in many places by
elevators. Valparaiso is animuort- ant business center, but the commerce of the place Is almost wholly
In the hands of foreigners.
The
merchants are mostly Germans or
Englishmen.
Picturesque Houses With Low Roofs.
"The houses are built of heavy
walls and usually are low both as a
protection from earthquakes and as
a shield from the fierce rays of the
tropical sun. Valparaiso itself has
some buildings which are splendid
specimens of modern architecture.
People in South America do not build
sky scrapers for obvious reasons, but
what the buildings lack In height,
they make up in architectural beauty.
The reports tell that one wing of
the beautiful French hotel In the city
has been destroyed as also one of the
grandest of the public buildings. Valparaiso also supports one of the biggest missionary schools in the world
which is under the direction of the
New York board of the Methodist
Episcopal Church. This Is but one of
two colleges in the world which sends
money back to this country, instead
of being supported by liberal gifts
from charitable Christians of other
countries. The report of the earthquake does not say whether this
was destroyed or not."
MARICOPA
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COUNTY ARIZONA
TAX LEVY FIXED.

Phoenix, Ariz., Aug. 24. The board
of supervisors Wednesday
afternoon
fixed the county tax levy at $1.35 disretributed as follows: Territorial
funding bond interest, 11 cents; county general fund, 45 cents; county general school, 57 cents; county general
road, 22 cents. Total $1.35. The territorial tax is 75 cents, making the
total $2.10 exclusive of municipal taxes and special district taxes.
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ROBBERY AND MURDER TERRIFY RESIDENTS OF ODESSA.

!
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Carlsbad, N. M., Aug, 21. Aubrey
Gist, the well known mountain goat
man, came In last Friday night from
his ranch bringing in three nanny
goats and one buck, all registered,
which were shipped Monday to Juarez,
Mexico, consigned to Escobar Hlnos,
of a Mexican government college. Two
of these goats are presents to the
college and the others were sold to
a newspaper man in Mexico at a high
price and Mr. Gist is to take part pay
In advertising.
Mr. Gist is not only
advertising his goats ta a magazine,
but his goats will be a great advertisement to the Pecos Valley.

NEGRO

HOLD-U- P

BOUND

MAN

OVER' AT RATON

Raton, N. M., Aug. 21. James Giv
a negro, was yesterday bound over
to the grand Jury for robbing a ranch
man of $40 and a gold watch. He is
a tough character.
en,

HOLLANDERS TO LOCATE
IN PECOS

VALLEY.

Roswell, N. M Aug. 24. Secretary
of the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw, yesterday arranged to buy 2,800 acres of
land in the Pecos Valley and retail
It to Hollanders who will form an ex-

New Mexican advertisers get trade. tensive Dutch colony there.

CHICAGO TEACHER
ALLEGED BIGAMIST

Robberies and
Odessa, Aug. 24.
murders having become so frequent
here, the citizens have petitioned the
governmnt to double the police force
With
Returned
Absent Three Years,
and
compel every house owner to
on
Money to Wife, Then Arrested
main three armed porters Instead of
Grave Allegations.
one.
Chicago, Aug. 24. Professor Charles
of
the
Frye, formerly superintendent
Chicago normal school and who re- JEWS IN SPAIN MOURN
VICTIMS OF MASSACRES.
turned to his home recently after an
absence of three years wlilch he deMadrid, Aug. 24. All Jews In Spain
clined to explain, bringing with him are observing a special fast as a sign
a bank roll, was today arrested on a of mourning for those who lost their
warrant charging him with bigamy. lives In the Russian massacres. The
Proceedings were commenced by Mrs. Idea was suggested In a letter from
Clara Goddard, of Herley, South Da- a Russian rabbi who Is trying to arkota, who declared that he married range a similar International fast
her under the name of Charles Goddard. Frye gave bonds and was at
Largest and test equipped Bindery
once released.
In the Southwest
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80 DECEPTIVE,

THE APACHES.

Santa Fe People Fall to Real-th- e
Seriousness,
Backache Is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure It.
Nine times out of (en It comes from
the kidneys.
That's why Dean's Kidney Pills
euro It,
Cure every '.ildney ill from backache
to diabetes.
Here's a Santa Fe case to prove it:
Eusebio Escudero, of Griffin Street,
says: "I cannot exactly say how long
it is since I first noticed that I was
subject to backache, but it must be
nearly 3 years. It never was sufficiently painful to lay me up, but it worried
me considerably every now and then.
Noticing Doan's Pills advertised to
stop backache and other symptoms of
kidney complaint, led me to reason if
this remedy performed halt what II
1
promised, it might at least help and
went to Ireland's pharmacy for a box.
It fulfilled its promises to the letter,
for the backache stopped."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
Stains.
Doan's and
Remember the name
lake no other.

Hold the Record
Bud
luiiloua,
Scarcely a tribe of our Auierleau In
dians but what have engraved their ree
ord of crime and infamy high up on
history's wall, yet above them all in the
Apaches'.
From 1540 to 1833 New Spain and
Mexico carried on a so called warfare
with these people. The Apaches were
vastly outnumbered by the Mexican
soldiery, but what they lacked In numbers was more than mad up in courage and craftiness. The Apache ever
bad a thorough contempt for the Mexican soldier, and In later years, when
they were fighting with firearms as
weU as arrows, they would not waste
CBrtrWges on the Mexicans, but would
kill them with arrows, spears and
stones, saving their cartridge for othei
and more worthy foes.
When this southwest region became
I part of the United States the Apaches
were a serions problem with which we
bad to contend. Our government vacll
lated between a simpering peace policy
and the other extreme, their extermlna-
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Attorney Jerome who Is certainly a
leader of the New York Democrac;
has Just made public his opinions rn
Hearst and Murphy,
They are ve
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
THE NEW MEXICAN
Mr, Jerome says:
Interesting,
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
MAX, FROST, Editor.
"It Is no surprise to mo to dud
for
declaring
Murphy practically
Hearst, The only reason for my takEntered as Second Class Matter at. the Santa Fa Postofflee.
ing on active part in politics this veir
Is to carry on Ihe fight of last year
4.00
mall
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION. .. Daily, six months, by
which was a fight to free the pe 'pie
$ .25 Daily, three month, by mall.... 2.00
Dally, per vrtek, by carrier
J11' parties from the
domination of
2.00
ner
vear
Wflflklv.
1.00
carrier
by
Dally, per month,
such political panhandlers.
l.(H)'Jwt
Weekt'v,
six
75
month
mall
Dally, per month, by
"'Birds of a feather flock together,1
75
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, one year, by mall
and when a person Mntelectually stor
lie, socially vulgar and morally obThe New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to tuse' Insults the decent
'people of the
circulation
and
nd
ha
TerrlLor.
growing
In
the
everv Dostofflce
of parly, by seekstate,
irrespective
Southwest
i.ne
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie
nomination of a political
ing the
party by advancing dollars and not
Ideas, and by methods akin to those
of the blackmailer, no thinking man
could doubt where Murphy could be
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NATIONAL

BANKS IN NEW MEXICO

AND ARIZONA

New Mexico has fully double the pop-ulutlon of Arizona and ilsHgrlcultural

statehood
t
The Arizona
In
their fight
and politicians
laid strong
have
measure
the
against
stress upon the financial situation In
the two territories, and have made a
mountain out of Arizona and a mole
hill of New Mexico in this regard.
Pacts, however, show that New Mexico Is much stronger and stands better
In that direction than does the sister
territory. The New Mexican does not
boast of this as it is but proper and
natural Hint It should be the case.
anti-join-

found.
"I should fear I had lost all my
Ideals if I found men of this typo sup- nban,utP
m

I'"
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and otjiei
slock growing, railroad
interests are far in advance. There
is
Is hut one line In which Arizona
ahead of the Sunshine Territory and
that is in mines and
The standing of the different national
banks in the two territories, June IS,
.
1006, at which date complete statis-to
above
the
shows
available
are
tics
lie an absolute fact. No argument Is
necessary, the figures as shown by official reports being all sulhVient.
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t0 nave any lnflll.
,

,lt
n...
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be used to drive out ot it nase ivnsses
of this type."
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mining-operations-
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Mutual Insurance Company.

of flew York

Co.,

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VATJQHN, Prop.

Out of the Beit Hoteli in the West

'

CuUbc and Table Scrvk

Unexcelled
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Lafgt

Court rcll Trartlcxa.

SamjaU Roesxu for

INCOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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large-cities-

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Rational Surety

IN THE KELLEY
LETTER.
In a recent letter on the joint state,
hood question written by W. 13.
If you have anything lo sell, rent or
of Socorro, and published by the
New Mexican, Mr. Kclley evidently did exchange use ttio "Wnnl." columns ot
not, mean to exaggerate but had not ihe New Mexican.
the correct official figures n hand In
In Hie letter he stated
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
one instance.
New Mexico.
Arizona,
of Oov-- i Wo print the news the day It
administration
14.
the
under
that
Reserve
and
National Banks
Agents,
$3,200,120.78 ernor Otero, about $8,000 were appro
$0,020,2113.32
Loans and Discounts
500,500.00 priated lo pay the expenses of several
,00(1,000,0(1
V. S. Bonds to secure circulation
411,145.38 citizens who went to Washington in
3!S,ri30.S!l
The New Mexican can do p.liitlug
etc
Securities, judgments,
.
100,905.35 1902 as
single statehood dele- oqnal io that done in any ot the
215,792.51
Banking Houses, Furniture and Fixtures
to
of
who
the
worked
obtain
pas500,530.40
solicitor:
piece
S02.370.4l
gates
Our
Every
Duo Other National Banks
274,573.50 sage of a bill giving New Mexico sin- work we lurn out. Try our work onct
155,017X2
Due State and Private Banks
1,800,907.08 gle statehood in the 58th Congress, and you will certainly como again. We
2,0(17.808.17
Due Approved Reserve Agents
but failed. The expenses paid by the have all the factiiiies for turning oul
103,077.42
102,818.05
Specie
125,702.00 Territory amounted to $3,685.25 and every class of work, Including one ot
271,028.00
Legal Tender Notes
this sum was appropriated in the np-- i the best binderies In the west.
Liabilities National Banks.
755,000.00 propria! ien law passed by the 30rh'
1,530,500.00
Stock
Capital
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
248,350.00 Legislative Assembly upon the urgent
208,500.00
Surplus
222.229.0S request and owing to the work of sev-- .
300,236.02
Herewith are some bargains offered
Undivided Profits, less exchange
500,000.00 eral prominent Albuquerqueans who by the New Mexican Mining Com
tt99.995.00
National Bank Notes Outstanding
Governor panv: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
interested.
59C.4C9.50
47,103.13 were vitally
Due Other National Banks
New Mexicnn remem-- Tprritorv ot 1y(nv jiexiCn, 1897, Bheep
the
as
Otero,
50,093.30
19S,272.34
Banks
State
and
Due Private
132.C50.4S
18,850.42 bers, objected to the item in the op-- j pound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Due Trust Companies and Savings Banks
to pieadlne forms. $."; Missouri Code
law, but wa? forced
0,1 24,389.00 proprlation
8,343,273.75
Individual Deposits.
QUICKER THAN LIGHTNING.
bill as it came to him ploiidlngs. $fi; the iwo for $10; AdaptThe New .Mexican has noted only the important, and large items In the approve the
or .New
tnc
ol
session
the
last
Uws
itself.
for
(lays
MpxIco
:et)
Code,
jjpw
jn
that.
of
..during
speaks
statements
Thecomparison
day.
banks'
ot the Hiimnn Hoily Ommrlp.
and as all the appropriations would Mexico, 1899, 1!0I, nnd Iftfl:1., Rnglisb Aetlou
Everything In Motion.
have failed had he disapproved of it. leather, $?,; 1905 English and Spanish
r
"As quid; as llgliinlng" Is a phrase
record is very clean iond Spanish pampblel, $2.2fi; full
Dcpiim irAN committee MEET- the state to nrotect the innocent pub-- ; The
used to express the maxicolloqulnlly
veri-Mn
the matter and can be easily
lie from Imposition.
ING.
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50; mum of rapidity, bill, according to a
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
Even were it admitted that the state fif il. This correction is made as a Sheriff's
well known scientist, electricity Itself
Republican Territorial
two
of people concern- matter of justice ivoih to
single, $1.25:
noclcet,
rrj is outstripped by that old fashioned
Central Committee, Santa Fe, N. is not the guardian
Su
Mexico
New
to
Mr.
$1
nnd
Otero
thai
Kelley.
more books.
each;
ing whom it. is proverbially said
the human body, by which It
M., August 111, 190(1.
in machine,
3
their money are soon parted,
preme Court Reports, Nos. to 10,
powers can. so to speak, be
A meeting of the members of the they and
appears
would WYOMING INDIAN FAKE STORIES. elusive, delivered nt, publisher's price
of
generated in the bruin, transmitted
Territorial Republican Central Com- the consideration
In Wyoming they are trying to ei $3.?.o each;
Compilation Corporation through the nerves nnd developed In
that Colorado and other mindemand
Mexico
is
New
of
hereby
mittee
of the mi another Indian scare in order to Laws, 75c; Compilation Miring Laws. the muscles in an Intinlleslmnl fine-tiocalled to assemble at the Commercial ing states prevent swindling
oT re
.uexiu
of a second
mining
in
kind
'got more federal troops staiioned in 50c; Moneys Digest
Legitimate
question.
at
Club in the city of Albuquerque
n..m.
full
no
more
state
state.
There
is
the
sheep,
(he
and
is
fake
Reports,
danger
hurt
It Is stated that a pianist In playing
by
mining;
10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesa presto of Mendelssohn played fi.rUiS
is deeply Interested in protecting legi- from Indian depredations there than full list school blanks,
day, Sept., 5, 190fi, for the purpose of
future of there is in New Mexico and everybody
notes lu four minutes and three
The
tlmate
enterprises.
the
for
a
and
day
setting
calling
to Los Ange
The strlkiug of each of these. It
summer
rates
it. They may be so scared np
knows
a
in
Colorado
degree
large
depends
Special
convention
,
...
.
, .
meeting of the Republican
.1
DnlRn Cnaa has been estimated. Involved two
i
v
nuu
an
mere
san
ranenum,
mat
tne
cannoi
uui
wnicn
see,
estimate
ies,
tney
mimng
inej
to nominate a candidate for a delegate upon
will be held by the investing public, can certainly lie. The following dis-- ! points by way of the Santa Fe Ceu movements of the linger mid possl' ly
to the COth Congress of the United
on
the tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway, more.
from
sent
it become patch was
Cheyenne
Slates and to transact such other Should prejudice against
El Faso & Southern Pacific Railway.; Again, the movements of the wri
of
the
in
opera-- ' 21st Instant:
beconsequence
general
come
business as may properly
Information call on or 'address S.j elbows and arms cau scarcely be less
"Seven hundred Indians are slanght-Hons of swindling promoters, lasting!
fore the meeting.
B.
ranch-general passenger agent, than one movement for each note. A a
Grimshaw,
and
would
be
cattle
done
'
sheep,
robbing
every legitimate ering .
Proxies will not be recognized un- injury
notes were played each
twenty-fou- r
ies anu commuting otner aopreoa-less held by citizens of the same coun- mining camp in tne tar west.
second and each involves three moveDO.
to pursue Hons in the vicinity of Douglas, on
WE
'best
WILL
course
is
WHAT
the
What
who
gives
ments we would have seventy two voty of which the member
of whenever
in order to head off these fakirs may the Platte River, 150 miles north
you want an easy shave
the proxy is a resident.
luntary movements per second.
a
to
mit
be
tnai aictieyenne.
(Hmcuit
determine;
E00i as barbers ever gave,
Every member of the committee Is
Again, the place, the force, the time
the
to reach them can be found,
"Ranchmen and townspeople in
,jURj, cau 0n us at our salon
and
the duration of each of these moveurgently requested to be present in way
admits of question. It is a vicinity of Douglas are arming them-- ;
mom or eve or busy noon,
ments were controlled. All these motor
person as matters of great moment hardly
inevlt-are
who
men
a. conflict
to
solve
with
the
for
and
hair
selves
the
appears
and
dress
re'll
curl
problem
to the people of the Territory and to
reactions were conditioned upon a
to put a stop able.
grace,
the Republican party will be dis- making a special effort
knowledge of the position of each finIn-,
the
to
have
should
this evil, and they
"Should an outbreak occur the
we'll suit the contour of your face,
cussed, considered and disposed of.
ger of each hand before, it was moved,
be-assistance of all good people who dians could massaore many settlers ; Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
while moving it, as well as of the ati;
H. O. BURSUM,
Chairman. have any knowledge of the subject, 'fore tho troops could reach the scene, Our shop is neat and towels arc clean, dltory effect to force and pitch, all of
:
find
1,200
we
think
are
1,000
there
you'll
And
infantry,
although
everything
which Involves equally rapid sensory
CHARLES V. SAFFORD,
MISERY LOVES COMPANY.
cavalry and 800 artillery in Crow To suit the taste a ud idense the mind. transmissions.
Secretary.
I".
W. Robert's
After all it is true that misery loves Creek camp, 130 miles away."
First class bath room,
If we add to this the work of the
This is too silly and too ridiculous !o. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block, memory in placing the notes In their
company. The city of El Paso, a pro-FAKE MINING STOCK.
town of 23,000 people and to even merit contradiction. The sim-- i Sun Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M proper posltlou as well as the fact that
The Denver Republican calls at- gressive
the performer at the same time particiconstantly
growing, seems to be no
reading of It by people generally!
tention to the situation regarding the better off in the matter of construct-- pie
will bo sufficient.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
pates in tho emotion the selectlou defloating of fake mining stocks in east- ing greatly needed sidewalks than is
scribes nnd feels the strength and
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
ern centers of finance and population "I. a Villa Real de Santa Fe." To be
Auditor Charles V.
liflih the weaknesses of the performance, wa arTraveling
to
1st
June
September
of
worthless
this
and the selling
paper sure, El Paso can do much
better
estimate that the Increase in the Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver rive at a truly bewildering uetwork of
to innocent and confiding purchasers. without lots of
good sidewalks than assessments for the present fiscal year and return at the rate of $22.50; Colo- Impulses coursing along at InconceivThere is too much of this nefarious can Santa Fe as it. Is a great business will be between three and four milrado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55. ably rapid rates. ,
business going on and it is now high
Such estimates show, too, that we are
community, while Santa Fe must be- lions of dollars and may go higher. Tickets on sale dally and are good for
to
a
It, come a rendezvous for
time that
stop should be put
cnpable of doing many things at once.
tourists, trav- This ,1s on a valuation, on an average, return passage until Ontober 31st.
if this can be done.
F. D. Marshall, Acting Agent. The mind is not a unit, hut is composed
elers, health seekers and ipeople who of not. over 25 per cent of all property
Millions and millions of dollars have desire to live In and
of higher and lower centers, the avail
enjoy the best in the Territory. Talk aibout tax bur- Santa Fe, X. M.
been filched from people throughout climate on this great North American
able fund of attention being distribin
minds
exist,
the
deng!
only
TnPy
uted among them- .- Pearson's Weekly.
the country by these fraudulent mining continent, and who have plenty of of thfi tax
of
TO CLOUDCMOFT.
dodgers, knockers nnd
stock fakers and the end should come. means for support.
a fcw yellows sheets in the Territory
Summsr Resort in Our Own Terrl-The harm done to the mining sections,
Legend nnd Reality.
The El Paso Herald registers the that could not make a living except
in
Mountain
the
Legend tells how Nupoleou, while
Rocky
especially
following very vigorous and well writ- bv muck raking and by libeling re- In flames, found time to
states, in Colorado, in New Mexico ten editorial kicks against the presCommencing June 1st, good f,,r re Moscow was
as
citizens in particular,
a decree organizing the Theadraw
up
and in Arizona, in, this regard, has ent conditions of affairs in the Pass spectable
Santa
the
turn
1906,
29ih,
September
as n
well as the commonwealth
In
connection tre Francais. Alus, the story Is not
been great enough and a halt Is very City. These will be Interesting read,
,Fe Central Hallway,
"
Napoleon was In Poland when
sufmore
are
than
with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will true.
necessary. There
ing to the citizens of this city and
he received the decree ready to be
ficient sums of money lost annually the sojourners within its gates and
m
UIO
riMIIHI
ittig
Uip
He there signed it and sent It
Despite earthquakes the people jf'fclrll
in mining ventures at any rate and hence they are
with ap- the state of California are very pros- of $11.05. For advertising matter de- signed.
back to Paris, but In the margin wrote
ador
on
call
of
that without dishonesty and without proval. The Herald remarks:
Cloudcroft,
scriptive
the
"To lie forwarded when
perous. There is such demand for la- dress S. B.
(irlmshaw, Central Pa the following:
"The citizens of El Paso are wait- bor in the
design. It is well known that mining
and horticul
agricultural
army will be at Moscow. It Is his
ventures are not as certain of pro- ing with some curiosity to see what,
sppger
Agent.
tural lines, in the building trade and
majesty's Intention that the decree
ducing profits as are many other will be the next excuse given by the In manufacturing that the Southern
should be dated from that town."
lines of business. With the best city council for delaying street paving. Pacific
has
Railroad management
of judgment, with the greatest skill, Whatever else may be said of the city
from
low fare
made a,
Obedience.
and with the most honest management solons It must he admitted that In the Missouri remarkably
it. ASIDE EXCURSIONS
River points to the Golden
Every duty, even the least duty, inavailable, ore veins will peter out, will matter of making excuses their re- Slate in order to induce laboring men
Commencing May 1st and until Sep- volves the whole principle of obedidisappear, will be lost to the injury of sourcefulness needs only to be seen of all classes to go there. Prosperl tember 30'fh the Santa Fe will sell tick- ence. And little duties make the will
the investors and of the management to be admired. They can set a date ty is abroad In the land and no mis' ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and dutiful that is, supple and prompt to
of such properties.
Saturday to loa Angeles and San Di- obey.
This, In the very for beginning the work with a serious take about it.
Little obediences lead Into
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 great. The daily round of duty is full
nature of things cannot be helped. In ness that would become a public ex-for the round trip. Return limit of of probation and of discipline.
many mining projects there is bound ecutioner, and then, fifteen minutes
It
Senator Bailey will hardly go so far
r
to be a great deal of chance and more before the time arrives,
trains the will, heart nnd conscience.
they can tu to say that he always rides In Ucket November 30lh 190fi.
ln
California.
For
allowed
particulars Woman's Life.
or less of a gamble. There is enough hatch out a pretext for postponing it
street cars when in Washington, be-- tfll nn nKPntg of tne Santa, Fe
of this element encountered in mining that is absolutely sufficient and saticause he cannot nrrora a carriage or
F. D. MARSHALL,
A BloropliF In
NoUbell.
to make money Investments
unsafe sfactoryto themselves. With their a motor car. His
is asActing Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Born, welcomed, caressed, cried, fed,
and uncertain. This is all the more own heads hurled In the sand, they
what is he trying to ride on
grew, amused, reared, studied, examtn- reason why dishonest operators who feel perfectly sure that their acts are sured,
backwoods prejudice for?
ed, graduated, ln love, loved, engaged,
secure
from
the
of
the
of
scrutiny
public.
fraudulent
claims
dispose
mining
married, quarreled, reconciled, sufferin
"But
what
direction
will
their
for good money to honest investors,
Another indication that the Terri-- ;
ed, deserted, taken ill, died mourned,
or sell worthless mining stocks, should next paroxysm of magnificent versaburled and forgotten.
tory is growing and prospering right
be punished by law and that severely. tility manifest, itself. This is the
along and has done so for some time
The Denver Republican comments question which a meddling public is
Sure on One Point.
lo see answered. To a plain past: During the past two years the
upon this, to this section, very Im- waiting
"Out late last night? What tim
of the Territorial Bar Asmembership
citizen
who
takhas
never
every
day
portant subject tin the right way when
did the clock say when you got In!"
sociation has Increased sixty per cent.
it editorially says that the Natiional en more than one or two degrees in Is
"I don't remember what the clock
or
more
better
evidence
there
LOCAL
TIME
TABLE.
the order of subterfuges, it would
Mining Congress will do well if it in'
said, bat I will never forget what my
Arrive.
seem
the
of
that
list
excusplausible
duces the legislatures of Colorado and
No. 721
12:01 p. m. wife aald!"
other miiwing states to adopt stringent es has been exhausted; but when past
mail clerks are all wearing No. 723...
Railway
masters
( :15p.m.
in
the
art
assume
the
role,
measures to prevent the kind of swin11:30 p. m.
The New Mexican Printing Company
heaven itself only knows where the brand new official gags to prevent No. 725
which
consists
of
fake
dling
floating
has on hand a large supply of pads
their giving information to newspaper
end of their" string is."
Depart.
mining enterprises.
10:00 a. m. and tablets suitable for school work,
men about railroads. If this sort of No. 720....
In all parts of the east and central
4:20 p. m. the desk, and also for lawyers and
No. 722
government
employes
up
thing
keeps
west people read advertisements
of HOW THEY LOVE EACH OTHER! will sooner or later be made to live No. 724
8:50 p. m, merchants; good anywhere. We will
District
ventures
of
New
which
Attorney
Jerome,
mining
promise much,
sell' them at Ave cents in book form,
In cages.
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
but eventually do little or nothing, and York City, does not love Boss Murphy
but will give a discount on quantities.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west.
of
the chance of making a big profit upTammany Hall, nor does he admire
No. 1 atops at all stations.
Packing-towthat
The
Chicago's
report
on a few dollars Invested in the William Randolph Hearst, who In all
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
had been turned into a rose garThe New Mexican Printing Company
stock of a mining company which likelihood will be the Democraiic
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- Is
prepared to furnish cards de vlsite
ihe promoter represents possesses val- nominee for Governor of the Empire den and pleasure resort lacks official
gers from Santa Fe.
for ladies, or gentlemen on short nouable holdings, Is so fascinating that State In this campaign. That there confirmation; also a disinfectant,
F. D. MARSHALL,
tice, In first class style at reasonable
thousands of men are caught by It. Is friction in Republican ranks in that
Acting Agent, Santa Fe, N, M. prices, either engraved or printed. Call
Assassination is the popular game
Barnum said that the world likes to state Is very true, but this is not near
City Ticket Office, Craton Bib., east on the New Mexican Printing Combe humbugged, and probably he was ly as formidable or as bitter as N the of the day ln Russian Poland; fifty in
tide
to
date.
record
is
the
Plu, buti Fe, New Mexico, pany and leave your orders.
a
strife
Democratic
ln
ranks, District
single night
right. Nevertheless It Is the duty of
A

COilPHKY

OF PHILADELPHIA,

-

Their zone of wandering being Inter- sected by the international boundary
line further complicated matters. They
would raid down into Mexico and then
rush back with the plunder to our side
of the line, out of reach of the pursuing
soldiers. Next it would be a ruid on
the Arlnoua side and a flight into the
wild mountains of Sonora. The Mexl-'- '
in government attempted to assist
their miserable army by giving a scalp
bounty, and for years they paid out
their gold cotu for Apache scalps.
Scalp hunting became a recognized Industry. The horror of this was that to
the Mexican official all scalps looked
alike, whether from the bead of a bos-tile or a friendly Indian. The price
was $100 for a man, $50 for a woman
and $23 for a child. It Is small wonder
that the tribe sank deeper Into sav-- :
ngery than ever when wc stop to Ihiuk
that the men knew tlfere was a price
net on the scalps of their wives and
children, and there was a horde of
human fiends, white in color, but more
savage than the savage hiinself. who
were hunting them as they would a
cougar of the mountains- .- F. S. Curtis
in Seribner's.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night, Press the Button we do the rest.

j

-

Coi'onaco Hotel
G. LUPE HER RERA, PROPRIETOR,
. Of
the Coronado Restaurant,
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado ia the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
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322 San Francisuo St.

South Side Plaza.

6. LUPF HERRf RA. Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NJ.W MEXICO.
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SAfiTA FE

Modern Scientific Methods
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

Tor

Treatment

CURE

of Disease.

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment us approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given ciii'h rase. Separate hospital for fever
For further particulars address,
and other patients.

,

!

SAJilTAip

DR.

J. H.

6I.OAN,

M(dical Director, PANTA FE,

N. M.

V

Saf-for- d

i

-
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California

,.'.,

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH
Proptietof.
Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:
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SANTA

N. M.

DUDROW
Undertakers aisd
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Stop-ove-

DtfdWi

Office Bttilding.

THE- ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa F.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours ln
time in making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Is;
land system for all points east an'
est.

I. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.

4 a. m.,

Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made in
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.

STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Ktxlc

Prof
AUGUST

FRIDAY,

THE flRST JVATIDNAL
Of
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The oldest banking Inttltutlon In New Mexico. Established In 1(70.
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

Bowels

a general banklnf buslneea In all Ite branches.
Loans
tioney on the most favorable terms on all klnde of personal and col.
tsral security. Quye and sells bonds and stock In all markets for
Ite customers. Buys and sells damestlo aid foreign exchange and
makea telegraphic transfers of monay to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any monay transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest e'lowed on time deposits at the
rata of three per cent per annum, on a six month or year's term.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executei all ordara of Ite patrona In the banking line, and
alma to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all respects, as Is con- alstent with safety and the principles of sound banking, Safety De-posit boxee for rei.t. The patronage of the publlo la reepsotfully eo- -

f
y
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JOHN BECKER,

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

WM. R. BERGER,

INI
4

S1M1

1

W. .vf

Reed,

M.

VV.

Atkinson,

VV.

CONDITIONS!

Issued From Local Weather Office for!
New Mexico Statement Concerning Recent Earthquake Shocks.

A.

Pressure.

Fin lay and E. A. Cahoon

For particulars address

COL J. W. WILLSCN,

0J0 CALlEfJTE
--

t as been

thoroughly teal

ed by the miraculous cures attested tc

la the following diseases: Paralysis
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Brtght's Disease ot the Kid
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tlons, Scrofula, Catarrh, I .a Orlppe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; $ls
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort la at
tractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
can leave Bant. Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach OJo Callente at t .. m. the same
day. tare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40 For further
particulars, address

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

A.

Supt.

HOT SPRINGS.
tLeae waters

These Celebiated Hot Springe are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
?ff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve mllea from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stageB nine to the springs.
Che temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonlo. Altitude, 6,000 eot. Climate
rer? dry and delightful the year
round. There la now a commodious
hotel for ihs convenience of Invalids
and tourists
These vatere contain
l,C8f.24 grains 'f alkaline aalta to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In ti n world. The efficacy ot

Proprietor.
N.

Caliente. Taos County,

M,

gpiogelborg.
tlx.

W

atf ftaa Pnstctoc

mil)
sTUfttota,

Baskets,

Opals,
MOTTO:

UH

)

Wares aafl Carlos

rsatehr and Line tV
Garnets and Other Asm..
Have Um feat tt IvaryttiJnfl ka
Wax,

Turlaes,
Te

H. C. Yontz
DRALKtt IN

Watte, Clock

MANUFACTURER OF

(tepali of Fine Wittchos and Jewelry Work a Specially. Navaho Rugs and lu'
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Wfist Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER

FE

STREET, SANTA

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
THE NORTH AND EAST

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Wide Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train

RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT

Los Angeles,

St.

Relntive Humidity.
The moan relative humidity a t Santa Fe was 61 per cent,
at Las Vegas 69 per cent, at Mesilla Park 43 per cent, at
Roswell 68 per cent, at Durango 62 per cent, at Amarillo 67
per cent, and at El Paso 48 per cent. Observations are
taken at all of these stations at 6 a. m, and 6 p.m., except
at Mesilla Park, where, the hours are 8 a. m. and 5:30 p. in.

CHANGE BETWEEN

Louis and Chicago.

Also Another Fast Thro'

Train

Dally.

r

:

9

Wind.

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

A

s

clear days during the month, considering
the Territory as a whole, 14 partly cloudy days and 8 cloudy
days, which in part accounts for the low average enipsra-turof the month. At Santa Fe there was 58 per cent of
the total possible sunshine, no day without, only two with
90 per cent or more and but one with 100 per cent. Roswell
had 47 per cent of the possible sunshine, 2 days without, 2
with 90 per cent or more and but one with 100 per cent.
Durango had 76 per cent of the possible sunshine, no day
without, 12 with 90 per cent or more and 4 with 100 per
cent. Amarillo had 65 per cent of the possible sunshine,
8 days without, 9 with 90
per cent or more and 5 with 100
El
59 per cent of the possible sunhad
while
Paso
cent;
per
shine, one day without, 2 with 90 per cent or more and none
with 100 per cent,

EL PASO,

AND

The average precipitation for the Territory, as shown
by the records of 72 stations was 3.48 inches, or 1 .01 inches
above the normal for the month, as determined by the departures of 22 stations having data for periods of ten years
or more. The greatest amount was 8.29 inches at Mara
Visa, closely followed by 8.20 at Palma, and 8.09 at Fort
Union. The least amount was 0.28 inch at Magdalona, and
less than a half inch was measured at Rloomfield (0.33) and
at Rincon (0.44). More than
of the Territory
received precipitation in excess of two inches, while fully
exceeded four inches. The average number of
with
days
precipitation Mas eleven.

There were

k.-- ;

"

:

Sunshine and Cloudiness.

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES-Ol- d
Crow, McBrnyer
Guckt nhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, WhlskieB.

"T-"'..--

The monthly mean temperature, as determined from
the records of 58 stations having a mean altitude of about
5,000 feet, was 70.2-'- , or 2.0 0 below the normal temperature
of the month, as determined from the departures of 18
stations having data for periods of ten years or more. The
highest recorded was 110 at San Marcial on the 22d and
23rd, while the lowest was 34 at Chama on the 5th and
6th. The greatest dally range was 61 at Alma. The highest monthly mean was 81.2" at Lordsburg and the lowest.
55.6 at Red River. The tirst was probably the warmest
day of the month, although high temperatures occurred in
the southern district from the 21st to the 24th. The 4th
was probably the coolest day of the month, although low
temperature occurred from the 2d to the 6th.

IN-F- INB

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

FRANCISCO

Temperature.

one-thir-

JEWELHY

and Hani Painted China.

SAN

1

two-third-

pelican Filigree

Jewelry

The monthly mean pressure at $anta Fe (reduced in
sea level) was 29.91 inches; the highest was 30.22 on the
3rd and the lowest was 29.71 on the 18th; absolute range
0.51 inch.
At Hoswell the average pressure was 29.92
inches; the highest was 30.21 on the 3d and the lowest was
29.59 on the 27th; absolute range 0.02 inch. At Durango,
Colo., the average pressure, was 29.92 inches: the highest
was 30.20 on the 5th and the lowest was 29.69 on the 25th;
absolute range 0.51 inch. At Amarillo, Texas, the mean
pressure was 29.98 inches: the highest was 30.22 on the
5th and the lowest was 29.6 on the 27th; absolute range
0.54 inch, while at El Paso the mean pressure was 29.85
inches; the highest was 30.1 on the 6th and the lowest
was 29.60 on the 25th: absolute range 0.45 inch.

Precipitation.

lulu

and

'

The prevailing direction was from the west, although
easterly winds were very common, and many stations reported east wind as the prevailing direction of the month.
The total number of miles recorded at Santa Fe was 4,511,
or 6.1 miles per hour. The highest velocity was 33 miles
per hour from the northeast on the 2d. At Mesilla Park
the total movement was 5,791 miles, or 7.8 miles per hour.
The highest velocity was 48 miles per hour on the 12th.
Roswell recorded 3,575 miles, or 4.8 miles per hour. The
highest velocity was 34 miles per hour from the north on
the 2d. Durango registered 4,078 miles, or 5 5 miles per
hour. The highest velocity was 29 miles per hour on the
13th from the northwest. Amarillo recorded 6,588 miles,
or 8.9 miles per hour. The highest velocity was 32 miles
per hour from the southeast on the 18th; while El Paso
The highest
registered 6,605 miles, or 8.9 miles
velocity was 49 miles per hour from the northeast on the
per-hou-

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding ta)
trip cheerfully furnished or application to
J.

A.

HILDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

II

V. R.

and pump

water

Tho

as f;ir east as the Rock Island.

com-

The town site Is owned by

VV'iLBUR A. OUNUAVV, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Secretary.

OF

WEATHER

MKXIt'O.

IJIGIIT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Kastorn
Colleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipment modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8350 per ieslon. Session Is
.hree terini of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 1,700 feel above sea level;
Sunshine evpry dny; from September to .June.
Jaffa,

WJIlarrt

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Cni'l A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lota In the absence of Mr, Corbett.

The Snnta Fe Dally New Mexican
headquarters (or all kinds of blanks,

2

MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
KatnbliHhed and Supported by the Territory.

Nathan

at

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

TH

REGENTS

will sink fourteen deep wolls

V

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTF
mW

''"".pany

WlUard has already made a most phenompnnl growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

told lu bulk. The genuine tablet stumped C C O,
Quarantoed to euro or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N. Y. 597

Is

S. F. Railroad

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

Potent, Tanta Good, to Onol.
. PImu, Pltable,
net Siokeu, Wetken or Orlpe, lilc, 2ao, Hie. Neer

L

Melted.

ROSWSLL,

A. T. &

j

CANDV CATHARTIC

Transact

$

The

pany hns honitht twenty acros cf jMKud ntljoinlne tho town site and Is iiogntlatinR for forty acros morp.

&

Undlv! 'sd Proflta SSS.tM.

Surplus an

THHU

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

bn

nslnjr ChpktoU for lnnmnla, with
I have bettn aflllctud for
oier twenty yearn,
Lcfn "y thatCascareti. have given idi mor
relief than any other remedy have over trid. 1
hall certainly recommecd shorn to my friend m
being all they are represented."
TbM.OIIUrA, Elgin, Itl,
WhlcU

1I0,0H.
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10th.

STILES,

General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.

.

On

EARTHQUAKES

IN NEW MEXICO.

the early morning of the 2d of the month a very per.

ceptible earthquake shock was felt at Socorro, and ten occurred by midday. Light tremors continued throughout
the day and on the 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th. Rather a heavy
shock occurred on the 7th at 1:30 a. m. and again at 4:10
a. m.( and several lighter ones during the day. From the
9th
light shocks and tremors continued day and
night at brief intervals, On the 16th n severe shock oc
curred, probably the most severe o the long series, for it
was of vastly greater extent than any prior or following.
Light shocks and tremors also occurred frequently
throughout that day. On the succeeding days until the
close of the month shocks, quakes and tremors, of more
The
or less severity, continued at frequent intervals.
general direction is given as northwest to southeast, but in
other parts of the Rio Grande valley, where the shocks
have been felt, various directions are given. Considerable
noise accompanied the shocks from time to time, and then
again many shocks and tremors occurred without noise or
previous warning. The noise is spoken of as resembling
distant thunder at times, at others thai of a tornado, and
again like a train crossing a culvert or chasm. The extent
of the disturbance seems to have been from a center at or
near Socorro, in the Rio Grande valley, northward to Albuquerque and Santa Fe, northeast to Raton, eastward to
the Estancia valley, southeast to Alamogordo and Alto,
south to Rincon, Mesilla Park and even El Paso, southwest
to Fort Bayard and Silver City, west to Datii and possibly
farther, northwest to Fort .Wingate.
A HE A

COVERED,

LOCAL NOTES.

Our correspondents give the following items regarding
the shocks felt in their localities:
At Rincon a shock was felt on the 16th at 11:50 a. m.;
at Mesilla Park a shock was felt on the 17th at 12:59 a. m.;
the direction being from east to west; at Hillsboro a shock
was felt at 5:15 a. in., on the 12th, and at 11.51 a. m., on the
16th. The direction of the latter was from northeast to
to southwest; it was slight in intensity and no damage resulted. The motion was a trembling one. At Rosedale a
shock was felt on the 12th at 5:15 a. m.; and on the 16th at
11:57 a. m., the latter lasting 4 seconds.
The movemen
was from south to north and was quite severe, although no
damage was done. At Magdalena from 3:00 a. m. to 4:00
a. m. on the 2d 6 shocks occurred; on the 7th at 3 a. m. a
shock; 12th from 1 a. m. to 6 p. m. 8 shocks; 13th several
quakes; 15th to 19th several; 22d at 5 a. m. 25th at 12 noon,
and 29th two shocks at 5. a, m. At Alto a shock was felt
about I p. m. on the 16th; at Datil shocks were felt on the
16th and 17th; at Lake Valley on the 12th, 16th and 22d; at
Fort Wingate on the 11th a light shock was observed about
5 a. m, and at Fort
Bayard on the 16th at 11:53 a. m. a
shock occurred lasting 2 or 3 seconds. Newspaper reports
state that shocks occurred at Albuquerque and all intermediate points as far south as Rincon, being especially
heavy at San Marcial and San Antonio, also at points to
the north, east, south and west as previously stated.
;

DAMAGE.

The only material damage done; was at Socorro and in
that immediate vicinity, and along the branch of the Santa
Fe R. R.,to Magdalena, 27 miles westward.
Weather Notes.
July was characterized by abnormal precipitation and
cloudiness. Many stations had precipitation on more than
20 days and partly cloudy to cloudy weather throughout
the month. The average for the Territory was 11 days
with a measurable amount of precipitation, 8 cloudy and 14
partly cloudy days, a very unusual record, even for July,
the shower month of the year. Thunderstorms of more
or less severity were of almost daily occurrence, in fact
there was not a day during the month that these did not
occur in some part of the Territory. Some of these storms
were quite severe, thus at Santa Fe on the 2d, between
4:17 and 5:15 p. m,,2.02 inches of precipitation occurred,
and a very large amount of small hail fell, doing considerable damage. At Albert on the 24th, 1.34 inches of precipitation occurred in 45 minutes; at Bell Ranch 1.10 inches
of precipitation occurred from 6 p. m. to 7:45 p. m. on
the 30th. At Carlsbad 2.46 inches occurred on the 17th,
causing a heavy flood in the Pecos; at Dorsey 1.89 inches
occurred on the 15th from 3:15 to 4:45 p. m. At Estancia
2.14 inches occurred on the 17th; at Fort Union 2.85 inches
occurred on the evening of the 19th; most of this coming in
the hours from 10 to 12 p. in. At Fort Wingate a heavy
thunderstorm on the 23d gave 1.10 inches in the hour from
4 to 5 p. m., with considerable hail.
At Gallinas Springs a
severe hail and rain storm on the 16th amounted to 3.34
inches, and the hail was reported very destructive. At
Las Vegas 2.72 inches of rain occurred on the 8th. At
Logan 1.25 ins. occurred in 30 minutes on the 16th, from 6 to
6:30 p. m. At Monument, eastern Eddy county, 2.50 inches occurred during the night of the
Nara Visa,
southeastern Union county, received 3.75 inches from 6 to
8 p. m. on the 2d. Orange, southern Otero county, had
0.95 inch from 2 to 3 p. m. on the 21st. Palma, eastern
Torrance county, received 2.06 on the 14th; 3.02 on the
17th and 3.01 on the 30th; and Tucumcari measured 2.29
inches on the 16th.
The temperature of the month was moderate, although
it began with a continuation of the great heat of the last
half of June. This was generally broken on the 2nd and
very cool weather prevailed during the first week. At
northern stations moderate maximum temperatures prevailed during the remainder of the month, but a few
southern stations had rather high readings during the
third week and at the beginning of the fourth. A little
snow occurred in the extreme north on the higher peaks
with the storms of the 2nd to 5th., and light frost was reported in western Mora and Colfax counties in the cool
weather that followed. The percentage of sunshine was
low throughout the month.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the be it fruit ranches in

northern Santa Fe County, about twenty mllea from this city, Is for Bale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Froet, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
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ATTORMEY8AT-LAW-

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico,
RICHARD

Phone

H.

HANNA,

Attorneys at Law.

6.

Office, Griffin Blk.

O. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
I'ractlcea lu all the District Court
and gives special attention to casea
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Oilloe, Capitol Iild?,, Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.

Baut Te.
Office, Sena Blk.

New Mexico.

ralace
n

Are.

...

m

CHA3. A. LAW,
Attornry-at-Law-

.

U. S.

Land OflU'e Practice, a Specialty.
Clayton,
New Mexico.
George

N. S. Rose.
Spenee.
SPENCE Si ROSE.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Estancia.
New Mexico.
WILLIAM

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
District Attorney for TVinft Ana
Otero, Grant, Luna and 8lerra Coud
ties, Third Judicial Dlatrlct.
A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney. Luna Onnntw
Demlni
New Mexico.

.....

J. H. Boaham.
a, C. Wsda
ION HAM & WADE,
Attorneys at Liv.
Practice In the Sunreme jid ni.
trlct Courta ot the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before thn tt s
Surveyor Generals and U. 8. Land
Offlcera.
I as Cruces. N. M.
E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at law.
Practices 'n the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for thn fVimitl.
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Baa

jum.

Hani

re,

New Mexico.

A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices In the Supreme and District Courta; Mtnnlng and Land Law
a Specialty. Rooms 8 9 Sena R)dg,,
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

CHA8. F. EASLEY,
Surveyor General)
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty,

(lte

EMMETT PATTON.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box
, Roswell, New Mexico.
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

District
Practices In the District Court an
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

1

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
No. 10S Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronl
diseases without drugs or medicines
No charge for Consultation.
m
Hours:
Phone 1E.
p. m.
2

2d-3r-

1

MINING ENGINEERS.
CONY T. BROWN,

Mining Engineer.
Sscretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mints.
New Mexico,
Socorro,
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET & 8MYTHE.
Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers,
Assaying and General Contracting.
Bast aide Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
Civil,

RALPH A. MARBLE,
Engineer and Surveyor.
United Statea Deputy.
Estancia,
New Mexico
Civil

HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR,
U. B. Mineral Surveyor

ute T

New Mexlea,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.
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To the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the

delivered. Desk, $.1.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nog, 1 and 2, full leather, $8.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $J1.30 each.
Game Warden William E. Orlffln is
In Taos Comity, attending to official
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
A
Gentle, SurePleasant to Take
business.
Compilation Mining Jaws, 50c.
240 Page .1. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Genuine,
and
to
wont
i
Tried
True,
J. V. Alters of his city,
240 Page 3. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
Nature's Remedy.
Albwiuerque hint evening on personal
Civil,
320 Page J. P. Docket,
business.
$4.00.
Criminal,
AMrs. O. X. llarrou, wife of tin
Journal, $5.75.
easy and regular 4S0 Page
If you do not liave) free, laok
lbuquerque attorney, left, yesterday for movements
the prime and
of the bowels you
Mining Blanks.
In
essential of Rood health. There s more
a visit with friends anil relatives
rofortablre8, s
Amended Location Notice,
than mere
harm
Chicago.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
bowols
wastes in the
Frank Dlbert returned this after poisons.
tne circuittiory ya
You mane.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
scavenger insteaa
noon from Estancla, Morlarty and Mc- tein the blood a
sheet.
purest lire anacou- - Appeal Bonds,
of a founuun or
The ins oi
intosh, where he accompanied a party tainted vitality. II HI 1
Bonds, Criminal, 'j sheet.
Appeal
due
not
trltling
of hoinosoekers yesterday.
stipatlon are
are rmugni Appearance Bond,
nearly always rrm
1
siirmncance.
lion, and Mrs. W. T. Thornton, of with Titai
relief In Appearance Bond, on Continuance
your
Seek
the
Accent
.
Guadalajara, Mexico, after a. sojourn Nature
mi
a
ak
ot
mi
uiil
.r
of several weeks here, were passen- gentle, natural
fnrce and Bond for Appearance, District Court,
He sure not to
orirans of Justice
crowd the deli X r T.T Ml nita nil
gers for Albuquerque last evening.
shpet.
Quarterly Report,
the dan- h a Htom&nh
Vinrt unknown med- Bond for Deed,
sheet.
William Fair and son, of Albuquer- t,ar of uowerf ul
mi
are
health
ind
your
Your safety
sheet.
.
que, who have been on a visit to the fnlnesl
The Bond, General Form,
alwavfi aeeured if you CM 'take
fanv
Bond of Indemnity,
Fan- fruit farm In southern Califor- lormuia is on ev
wa - show It toa your
are put uiln flat metal Certificate of
Dhysician.
Marriage, 75c per dozen.
nia, returned yesterday to the Duke ily
case in handy tablet form-o- ne
vapiej
sheet.
Official Bond,
or on retiring always brings reillef.
City.
most potent yet gentle of Official
Pleasing to take-t- he
Bond, Road Supervisor,
Ralph Good win returned yesterday all remedies- -a genuine help of NaturesKe
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
laxative which cures constipation.
morning from San Rafael, Valencia bowel
eomniended and for sale by
sneot.
of Guardianship,
Letters
been
has
he
where
engaged
County,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Guardian's Dond and Oath,
sheet,
in building a church for the Catholics
Letters of Administration,
of that parish,
Administrator's Rond and Oath,
Frank 0. Blake, a forest ranger on er, who died two weeks after her arsheet.
it ho .iemes! Forest Reserve, who arrlv-- I rival. While en route home she stop- Letters
Testamentary,
ed in the city yesterday on official ped for short visits in St.. Louis and Declaration In
sheet.
Assumpsit,
left
for
his
hondqnar-'
niisliiess,
today
Kansas City.
Declaration In Assnmnstt on Note it
at.
ters
Coyote.
sheet.
Governor Hagerman, who has been
Forest Ranger Stephen Easton, who absent for ten days, making a tour Satisfaction of Mortgaga,
sheet.
Is a guard on the .Temez Forest Re-- i of towns
shtet.
along the line of the E! Paso Assignment of Mortgage,
serve, with headquarters at. Galllnas, & Southwestern Railroad, as the guest Mortgage Deed without Insurance
was in the city yesterday and today of General Manager H. S. Simmons,
sheet.
Clause,
;on business at the local office.
in the latter's private car, will return Options,
Thomas Cornwell, of Pocos, arrived to Santa Fe this evening. Governor Notice of Protest,
la the city today on business at. the Hagerman also attended the annual Notaries' Notice of Publication, H
sheet.
office of the local forest supervisor. session of the New Mexico Bar Associ.Mr. Cornwell has been appointed a for- ation at Cloudcroft and visited the Warranty Deed,
sheot.
est guard by Supervisor Leon F. towns of French, Dawson, Tueumenrl, Quit Claim Deed,
Santa Rosa and Alamogordo.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Kuelpp.
Deed ot Trust, full Sheet,
.1. A. Buchanan and Paul
Looking well and hearty from their
Anaya arRelease of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
rived in the city yesterday from Al- outing on the California coast, Mr.
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet,
last
returned
'M.
W.
Mrs.
and
Fournoy
and
relaa
after visit with
buquerque,
Homestead Application,
sheet.
tives and friends here ior several days, evening to this city, after several
No. 1 Hkwueatead,
sheet.
will leave for a two weeks' outing on weeks spent at the different coast, resheet.
sorts. Mr. Flournoy bad his Wlnton Desert Land Entry,
the Pecos,
car with him and made sever- Affidavit Renuired of Claimant, 4 0K9
touring
.lolm P. Kennedy, station agent at
sheet.
Affidavit,
al long tours over southern CaliforEstancla, for the Santa Fe Central nia. The machine was unloaded at Homestead Proof, full sheet
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk
Railway, arrived In the city yesterday Los
Angeles and Mr. and Mrs. Flourafter a five weeks' vacation spent In
noy made the trip overland from the
Chicago. Mr. Kennedy left today to
City of the Angels to the home of Lease, of Personal
resume his duties at Estancla.
Property,
their daughter, Mrs. Andros, at Wat- - latMi
Rev. W. R. Dye, rector of the Church sonville, California, a distance of ov- Cnaltel Mortgage, '"sheet.
of the Holy Faith, will leave tomor- er 100 miles in four days, stopping Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
row for Espanola, where he will hold at Santa Barbara and a number of Acknowledgment,
sheet.
services Sunday. Rev. ,T. B. Wasson. coast resorts en route. Albuquerque Mortgage Deed,
Bheet.
Power of Attorney,
assistant rector of St. Thomas' church, Citizen.
Bond lo Keep the Peace,
sheet.
New York City, will officiate at the
Complaint, Criminal,
services during his absence.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Manager Frank Owen of the Santa
sheet.
plaint,
Fe Water and Light Company, and
TIZvIE
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
his cousin. Turner Bradford, of El
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906.
mons,
Reno. Oklahoma, who Is his guest, resheet,
Boud,
Replevin
turned yesterday from a week's fish South Bound
Lu.. Execution
Forcible Entry and He
re
ing trip to Taos county.
ISTatloui.
They
So
4ltl No 2
sheet.
;ltll
talner,
ported an enoyable outing and an
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
20
I
p,
abundance of trout.
" .'.V.iouaoian...
1
mm! 4 0) p Replevin Ailldavlt,
P
S.IDO; 3. US p
p!
..Veea Blaneu.
James P. Lease, of Espanola, was i.,o
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, Mi sheet
"
2 2n
d,(M! .i.lii p
Kennea..
in the city yesterday and today, com"
0,1
i Ml u Warrant;
i 6D Pi
Clark..,
"
2.10 P
p
Stauley...
ing to receive Instructions as a for- 34. 40
" ... .Morlurty
Id p
0,250 i.ii.i p Commitment,
est ranger. Mr. Lease has been ap"
35 p
8,1711
MclntoHh.
i.i'j p Atitaohment Affidavit,
12 45 P
"
A.U6
Uitnneia.,
Attachment Bond,
pointed as a forest ranger on the Jemez fl :ti pp
"
Willarrt..
it.iffi'ii.!) a
Forest Reserve, and has been assign- tl.t,5 p
....Hrotrreatiu.
General Blank,.
itt,iuil0..i6 n
7.1.1 p
HM lu
bianca,
ed temporarily to District No, 10, with
Township Plats,
it. Ml a
S.15 p
sheet,
headquarters at Espanola.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Robert. F. Massie, of Toronto, CanaConnecting at Santa Fe, N. M, with Agreement,
da, is In the city visiting as the guest the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad ftu Application for License, Retail Lltptot
sheet.
Dealers,
of his brother. Dr. J. A. Massie, and all points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho
expects to be here until September. Montana, Vfashlugton, and the Great Application for License, Can en an
Butcher's Bond,
Mr. Massie Is a manufacturer of the Northwest.
Connecting .at Torrance for all Attachment Writ,
Canadian city, being identified with
the Canadian Foundry Company, and points east and west with Golden Statf Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
the. Canadian General Electric Com- Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pull
man berths reserved by wire.
Execution, V4 sheet.
pany.
For rates and Information address Summons,
Mrs. .1. P. Lyng, wife of the city
A. B. GRIMSHAW,
3uhpoea V4 sheet.
passenger and ticket agent of the SanGeneral Passenger Agent, Sanla Fe Capias Complaint,
ta Fe Central Railway, returned home
Search Warrant
sheet.
To and From Roiwell.
yesterday evening after an absence of
Connection made with Automobile
uiock Blanks.
has
been
two
She
months.
nearly
nll
i
a mluirauue .u. nAr.wH
UU8
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
spending most of the time at her old
In Books
Recorded Brand,
home In Portsmouth, Ohio. She was
well at 4 a. in. and Arrives at Rob well
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
called there by the illness of her moth- Mil
HIIIVHUWUIIO
IIUUII.
U'U'lB Avu Bill of Sale, Animals not
Bearing Ven
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Bhect.
dor's Recorded Brand,
be
10
fare
at Torrance at
p. ni. The
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
tween Santa Pe and Torrance Is $6.66
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
and between Torrance and Roswell
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
$10. Reserve seats on automobile br
sheet.
Brand,
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
to Gather, Drive and Handle
Authority
Line.
Manager Automobile
Animals not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
Our Blank Books speak for them
Badly Affected With Sores and CONFORMINQ TO THE LAW3 OF
selves.
MEXICO.
NEW
Extended Down Behind
Crusts
Spanish Blanks.
The NewJVlexIcan Printing Companj
Some Years Later has the
the Ears
largest facilities and mosl Auto de Arresto,
Painful and Itching Pustules modern machinery for doing all kinds Auto de Prison,
s
of Printing and Binding In
Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
Broke Out on Lower Part of style. Manufacturers
of Loose-lea- f
Pi
Son Also Affected.
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Bonk Work Fianza OOcIal y Juramento Vi pllego.
Body
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In thejFianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Southwest.
Contrato de Pa tldo.
Dliego.
School Blanke.
Escrllura de Renuncia,
sheet..
A TRIPLE CURE BY
Documento Garantizado,
sheet.
Oath ot School Director,
pllego.
CUTICURA REMEDIES Certificate of Apportionment of School Formula de Enumeraclon,
pliego.
Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report, Vt,
pllegos.
Contrato de Combustible,
sheet.
"About ten years ago my scalp bepllego.
came badly affected with sore and Enumeration Form,
Notas Obllgaclones, 2Co por 50.
sheet.
Llbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
itching humors, crusts, etc., and extendTeacher's Certificate,
ing down behind the ears. My hair Certificate of Appointment, V sheet.
Llbros d- Reclbos, Supervlsores de
came out in places also. I was greatly
sheet Camlnos, :5c.
Contract for School Teacher,
troubled; understood it was eczema.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
pllego,
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Tried various remedies, so called, withDocumento de Hipoteca,
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
out effect. Saw your Cuticura adverpltego.
Documento Garantizado, extensa for180 Page
tisement, and got them at once. ApLedger, $6.50.
plied them as to directions, etc., and Money's Digest of New Mexico Rema entera,
after two weeks, I think, of use, was
Certificado de Matrimonlo, 10c.
ports, full sheep, $6.W delivered.
clear as a whistle.
sheet.
y sheet,
Gambling Table,
"I have to state also that late last
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
fall, Octoler and November. 1904, I Application for License,
ahPt;-.
Lode Mining Location,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
was suddenly afflicted with a bad erupPlacer Mining Location,
Size of Blank.
sheet.
tion, painful and itching pustules over
the lower part of the body. I suffered
W slice"', 7x8
Title Bond to Mining Property,
Inches.
sheet.
In two months, under the
dreadfully.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
SViX4 Inches.
skilful treatment of my doctor, conFull sheet, 14x17 Inches
crty,
joined with Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Promissory Notes, 2& per pad.
Ointment, I found myself cured.
sheet.
"Six years ago my son was laid up "Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 2fic Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
with a severe cold, a liurd cough, and
each.
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
finally painful eruption all over the
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
body. I procured the CuticuraJlemedies
ot Attorney and
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
as soon as possible, and after his faithThe two for $10.
ful use of same was as well as ever in
On V. or
$ .06
sheets, eacn
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
two weeks, as well as I ca i recall. Hrf
1
Full sheet, each
sheet
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
lias never had a return of the illness,
2
as far as I know.
sheet
sheets, per dozen
vlt,
" I have always been pleased to com36
Notice of
sheets, per dozen
mend the Cuticura Remedies, and testify
.65
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice Full sheets, per dozen
as to their efficacy. I am a veteran of
1.75
sheet.
sheets, per hundred
between
the late Civil War,
5,
hundred
2.50
Miscellaneous.
sheets,
per
of
Yours
and
eighty years
age.
seventy
4.00
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and Full sheets, per hundred
truly, H. M. F. Weiss, Rosemond,
1903; English and Spanish; pamph- 100 assorted blanks take the per
Christian Co., 111., Aug. 31, 1905."
Complete Externil tnd Intemul Treltmcnt for tvtry
100 price.
let, $2.25; full leather, $ .00.
Ttuniur.from l'linpieg to Scrofula, from Infancy to An,
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
con.ifttlitg of Cutlcurt floftp, 25cOiritment,Aflo.,
(lo form of Chttcolite Coated Filii, 1c. per vial
buslnesa card will be printed under
of 1.0), inftvbehadofell drufttriU.
A alnKleael often curea
$1.00; paper bound. 75c.
the moat dlrtreHlnff caaee Then all else fallf. Potter Urug
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish, Ing wlt'mu extra cost.
It Ch.tn. Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
- Mailed
to
How
Cure
and
ftree,
"All
Eciema,"
shet
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $.50 Teachers' Monthly Report,
About tlie bkint Scalp, liasdj, and Balr."
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uowei Laxative

Right

hand-mad-
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STETSON

tu iw

I

Lax-et- s

Go in increasing numbers year after yet. 1 he whole Wof'd
contributes In matedal end wears the result.
sckni wland Den
Everywhere the Stetson Hat-S- oft
dged as the standard In style, beauly and finis'i
y--

A

are

Established

lo price,
$3.50

PANTS
doubt you
have heard of the
(No

iww'wa

Ik

tin

l

SWEET ORU pants
We carry a big line

of latest styles.

Handso in c

pat-tern-

s

and perfect
fit will certainly

please you.
San

:i

'Md-2:,- l

SANTA

I

1903,

35

Great Reduction
ON ALL

Summer Goods
LESS THAN COST

Lax-ets-

SWEET ORfi;

i

Incoiporattd

Seligman Bros. Co

CDEJ?CIfIGP10pAYJULY2 3
Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Out-

Vfc-

dll

1856.

24, 1906.

AUGUST

Lax-et- s

Sott, from $1.25 to up

Derby, $3 50.

-

PK

FULL LINK AT POPULAR

alio Cartv another line which comes cheaperto

We

e

L.Wlrt.SSS

HATS

WE CARRY

FRIDAY.

N

T.,

M.

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

ing Suits, Trousers, etc.
For Half

Century the Leading Dry Goods House

a

P. O. Box

Phone 36.

219.

1

CHARLES WAGNER

Fumttutc

Co.

306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

m'iMsiiiri

"

UNDERTAKING

AND

in

representing the
PEOPLE

EMBALMING.

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalnier.

Santa Fe Central liail'y
TABLE

'

Colorado

-!-

1

j WINTER GROCERY CO.

in the City'

2D

RASPBERRIES

A, 1411

!

M

Ojo

Calitnte, New M

xeico,

U

J.rr....l'o-raiu..Lve!6,l7- f

All Yot Want

TRY IT.

I

a.

j

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GftOCENS

oo&8,

r
"CHRYSALITE"

IR

fl. S.
Phone 26.

PUNE

-

WHY
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST.
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

YouA

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER BUY ANY OTHER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

e

Afflda-Prices-

.

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!
PRICES.

CUT

We have a quantity

Willi

of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
t
j ou can get the best goods at the
prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret.
You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and ea
our goods.
low-es-

LEGAL BLANKS.

hand-mad-

Enameled Wate
Our Prices Will Surely Interest

fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
every Thursday.
POULTRY
WEDNESDAYS
&
FRIDAYS

D.
Lower

first-clas-

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Statlciicry.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Suntir its.

. .

Will also have Cali-

n.

.

TERRIBLE

SCALP

wail

at their best.

.161

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

attention aivm

Now

-

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

pnontrr

'

'

taaaaaaaA

fa

I

llew

S. LOWITZKI,

San Francisco St, Santa Ft,

aaAsaaaaaAsiaAAAaaaaaaa,

no Einpiopnl

Bureau

I

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID,

Business

of

Ncn-Resicfet-

Attended to,

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot. Good Location.
Fftiit Trees.
103 Palace Avenue.

Large
Plenty of
'Phi-m-i

No. 1SI.

RIght-of-Wa-

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE

'61-6-

........

c.

228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

14

111

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west.

The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and o
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

FRIDAY,

AUGUST

SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

24, 1906,

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Band concert ttmlgh i.
Any tie at. Ehle's Saturday anil
Monday for GO cents.
The Santa
branch train
woh an hour Into today on ils first
run from mrny.
The Capital City Iiand will give Its
customary weekly hand concert in
the Plaza this evening commencing at
7:30 o'clock.
There seems to he nnlto u demand
at 'present for range horses in this
section, a number of sales having
been recorded hereabouts within tin
past few weeks.
S. Spitz is having a hot water heating plant Installed In his residence on
Palace Avenue. An addition to the
building Is being erected In ihe rear
for the storage of coal.
Word was received here today of
the death of Mrs. Anaslaclo Trujlllo
who passed away yesterday at the
family home In Kennedy. A casket
was ordered sent from here.
The Atchison, Topelta & Santa Fe
main line trains are now running
through to the coast once more, the
washed out tracks In Arizona and
California having been repaired.
Easterners sojourning in the city at
present are falling in love wllh the
Ideal summer climate of Santa Fe,

whewj prostrations from the heat are
unknown and the weather approaches
the Weal.
The Supreme Court of the Terri- ory wilt meet. ,in special session in
this city .Tuesday next at which time
It Is believed several opinions In cases
under consideration will be announced.
Several washouts are reported on
tho Santa Fe Hallway line between
Rincoti and El Paso. Owing lo this
fact yesterday's train No. 22, from the
south was delayed. Hotter conditions
prevailed today.
Those who have taken short trips
up tho Santa Fe River Valley recently,
report that the abundance of rain has
benefited crops greatly and that the
yield of grain and alfalfa this year will
be a record breaker.
Manager Thomas P. Gable of the
Claire Hotel has been making improvements on the premises lately,
and as a result part of the lobby was
out of commission today. The wooden part, of the floor was painted last
night. .
Maximiliiinu Tafoya, arrested by the
sheriff of Colfax County, and turned
over to Deputy United States Marshal
Harry Cooper was yesterday brought
to the territorial penitentiary here for
safe keeping. He is charged with violating the Edmund's act.
Special sale at Ehle's Saturday ant
Monday In fine fancy vests, shirts,
hosiery, etc.
The base ball game here Sunday af-

BARGAINS IN

AND RANCHES
Located In the Fruitful and Far Fame
Espanola Valley Thirty Mlteg
North of Santa Fe,

Why ksufferwilhi
pain when
BALlARtfSSNOW

post-offic-

LINIMENT
WILL

CURE

RHEUMATISM. CLTS, 01. D
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
ST1FP JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
0. A. Priorld, Dallas, Tex.
write: "I uko I'lallaid'sSiHisv
Liniment for my family. It
Is the fopwb Liniment made.
Ifc relieves burns ftmlcalcla.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

one-hal-

Ballard Snow Liniment Co
ST. LOUIS, MO,
We have nothing to conceal! No secrets to
hide! We publish the formulas of all our medicines. You will find these in Ayer's Almanac
for 1906. If you do not have a copy we will
g'jdly send you one. Then show the formulas to your doctor. If he does
not approve, then do not buy; if he approves, then buy, and keep these standard family medicines on hand.
Aywauimartlla. Aycr; Pill..

We Tell

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.

ternoon hetween tho Santa Fe and
Alamosa teams will he called prompt
ly at, 3 o'clock.
Admission, adults.
'SO cents; children 25 cents. The local
players are practicing lnlly to he in
IPTTmITA
trim for the game, wh'kii is expected
VJ'VTTi
to be hotly contested.
I
John G. Hampton and .lule L. Ilampton vs. J. R. Williams. Is the title
of a Bilit that has been filed In the
if deposited with us on certificates of deposits, as time first judicial district court for San
.luan County. The plaintiffs are slicing
deposits or savings accounts.
for $151.50, being the amount alleged
Hidden around your p'ace Ihey foim bsit fcr burglars, to be due them for herding sheep he-to the defendant,
food for fire, are a constant cause for woiry ard do no longing
The receplion and banquet on the
occasion of the opening of the Com-- ;
good to anybody.
Club at Belen, Valencia Coun-- j
Placed in bank, your savings in the form of cash or mercial
ty, occurs this evening. Tho affair
credit help to transact the business of the country and are promises to be a success In every re-Quite a number of Invitations
a source of good to the entire com- sped.
to it have been received by Santa Fo
business men and citizens.
munity.
The work of Improving the Capitol
Open an account here and Co all grounds has leen prosecuted vigor- this summer and as a result
your banking business with us. We ously
the big yard surrounding the Terriinsure you absolutely against loss tory's chief house is in splendid condition. The trees are luxuriant and
by thieves or fire and we will put the grass is In fine condition. The
your money to work so that it will drives have also been put lit shape.
There are a number of unsightly vaearn ycu three per cent.
cant lots in Santa Fe as the result of
plentiful rainfall this summer, and
at home in our a(heweed
oMake
ordinance is badly
cutting:
letneeded. Sun dowers higher than
a
reception room when you have
mnn'fl lip.lfl nro flnii..oM niv ir.
H.n .In
.......
ters to write.
IIVIIIIDIUlll, IW III, ,1,7!"
riment, of the city's appearance and
In cans and trash heaps are In evidence.
has been made against
Complaint
the practice of throwing weeds Into
tho street after they have been cut.
On Oallsteo Street, recently, a quantity of vile smelling weeds was dumped into a mud hole, and to use a pop
ular slang expression the odor that
arises when the wind blows is "some-- ;
thing fierce."
Considerable complaint has been
caused lately by live stock, including
burros and cows, being allowed to
run at large during the night. A num-- j
TYPEWRITERS
ber of well kept lawns have been
damaged and flower beds have been
put "hois de combat." Tho cows do
new mexica;;
co
more harm than the burros, besides
'l
awakening the neighborhood in which
they happen to stray,
The house in process of erection at
K. .
179 Palace Avenue, owned by Marcos
Santa
Castillo, probate clerk, Is now almost
1
completed and plasterers and flnish- era will probably begin work on the
Interior by the end of the coming
week. The structure adds greatly to
the appearance of the avenue, the
architectural design being quite pleasing. When the building is completed,
the yard will be graded and sown in
blue grass and trees will be set out
In the parking.
A Los Lunas special announced thai
Mrs. FeMcitas Romero of that town
died there yesterday of Bright's disease. Deceased was about sixty years
of ago and a member of a well known
famry. She was the widow of the late
Placiilo Romero, of Peralta, for many
years prominent In politics and business affairs of Valencia County. The
funeral will occur tomorrow morning
at 9 o'clock and the remains will be
Interred in the Catholic Cemetery at
Tome. Sue was an estimable good
woman and leaves one son and one
daughter to mourn her demise.
Two Santa Fe horses will take part
In the races during fair week at Albuquerque. N. Salmon's Albert and
Charles Closson's Daniel J. will be
entered In several of the events. The
former Is a trotter and the latter a
pacer. Both are quite speedy, al-- J
though neither has a mark, Mr. Clos-- i
son Is putting In his spare time now
exercising the two horses and getting
tuem In good running condition, Mr.
Salmon's gelding Is considered by
some of the local horse fanoiers as
one of the handsomest specimens of
horse flesh In the Territory, and when
It comes to looks Daniel .1. is not so
slow either.
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LATEST STYLES IN
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Ladies' Black and White

BELTS

j

j

box-eld-

NEW MEXICAN BARGAIN9.
Herewith are some bargain! offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep,
bound, $1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $S; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt'
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SueriE'a Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1,25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $0.50;
full list school blanks.
ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered In larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when huyln.?.

GIVE VS

New Mexican want ads will get you
anything on earth.

'

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
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Trains
where good meuls are served.
At Antonllo for Durnngo,
Stlterton
and Intermediate points.
At Ahiinosu for Detnrr, Pueblo and
Intermediate
ia Hid stand
poinig
ard gauge line, via i.a Vrta Pass or Ihe
narrow gauge via Salldit, unking the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS HOYAI. GOIiGK
also for all points on Creede branch.
8. K. HOOPER,
O. P. A., Deover, Colo

P

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullmnn & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own iudge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES,
We have a full line of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
I'otH, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full lino of tents and supplies. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
and rubbers.

jH

All hinds of Blanks conforming loi
the Now Mexico laws for sale by the;
New Mexican Printing Co.

ItBT

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before purchasing,

To Our Furniture
Department

flXAMINF.

AND

CAM.

rw

OUR LEADER

TIIPM.

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take lt off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

IM
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ATENTS!

Ideas perfected, and
models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

Wo make a specialty of
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
DEVELOPING, PRINTJ
The New Mexican Printing Company
ING and ENLARGING. Mail Ordors Given Promp
Fe Novelty
has prepared civil and criminal dockAttention. Send for Catalogu.1,
ets especially for the usb of Justices
256 San Francisco Stteet 256,
510 South Broadway-LOHOWLAND & CO,
of the peace. They are especially
ANGELES, CALIF.
with
ruled,
printed headings, in elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and can2 11
vas. Rides, have full index in front and
K. BARBER SHOP
0.
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
Three First Class Barbers.
Tho pages are 10V&x8 Inches.
page.
High Grade Shoe Shiner,
These books are made up In civil and
& Best Tubs In City
largest
criminal dockets, separate of 32
pages each, or with both civil and
WHOLESALE
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal,
To In
HENRY KRICK
una
troduce them they, are offnred at ths
Sola Agent For
following low prices:
RETAIL
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Letup's St, Louis Beer
Combined civil and criminal
$4.00
D'AIERS If
Malls orders promptly attended to.
For 45 'ents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38
cmblnatlon docket, they will bo sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order, State
! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
FE, NEW MEXICO.
plainly whether English or Spanish
is
Address
wanted.
printed heading
Any Flavor You Desire.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
Legal Blanks of every description quantity to any part of the city.
and conforming to tho laws of New
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Mexico are on hand and for sale by
Telephone No. 38.
the New Mexican Printing Company.

n

en
htii

HER

FLOUH, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

SODA WATER

vtv

BARBER
Don't forget our large and complete THE PLAZA
SHOP
bindery and job department. All work
WILLIAM
PARSC-.S- ,
B
Prop.
handled promptly and In the most
manner. One trial makes you Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In 8anta F
Two Porcelain Bath Tubi.
a permanent patron.
flair Cutting a Specialty. Threa rimClass Barter.
The New Mexican Bindery Is turning out some of the most artistic Hast Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
binding in the Southwest. It is the
Telegraph Office.
most completely equipped bindery in
the Rocky Mourtaln Stales south of
BOUGHT to any
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
parts In the Counkinds. The company makes a specially
try; send ticket
in handling land office blanks, necesIn and get cash for It; tran
sary in homestead entries and in min- sactlona guaranteed; association office.
eral applications. Prices low, especi- ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albually In quantities. Circulars giving querque, N. M.
full Information furnish' "n application.
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WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much thfi largest asset we

haie in our

To have our

business.

rustomprs ?ay to their friends, 'Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation
for.

Reliability

in

our watchword and every eale

a store'

lite this.

strive

we make is closed

only after the purchase proves tvatirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at

we can

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C

SPTTf'T'

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

KERR'S

,

LAND

Capital

WANTED.

:-

-

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory,
Pour first class artists : : ;

....

'

ALL PERIODICALS

Electrical Baths
1.50
Can make quick sales if price
Other Baths
25
is satisfacly of following Parlors located West Side Plar.
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.
properties:

Coal Lands
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands.
Mining Properties.

Land scrip bought and sold
Hugo Seaberg,

Raton,

N. M

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
.

JACOB WELTMER

LIVERY STABLE.

On August 23d, 24th and 25tli the
Fine Rlgt, Relliblt Hors, Slr.U
Santa Fe Railway Company will sell
round trip tickets to various points
Properties must be large and
ugltt, turrtyt, Hick.
in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, of established value.
Call up 'Phon
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
N. I whn In nttd
Dakota, South Dakota, Tennessee, Wis-- I SEVERAL
of Anythnlg In tht Llvtry Lin,
MILLION
DOLLARS
and
consin
Wyoming at very low
Driven Furnlthed.. fUatonahlt
rates; final return limit October 31st.
RatM.
Call on or write any Santa Fe agent.
for
Invertment.
Ready
P. T. Marshall,, Agent, Santa Fe, N.
M.

iThetoihfton TiiDewriferlaslslr iiacst. '3o does Ihe RemlnaldnpcmhKi

The following orchards and farm
properties in the famed and fruitful
a
Espunola Valley In southern Rio
County In the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section Is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only In New
The
Mexico, hut In the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
Is ample and stable at all times. The
climate Is of the best. For particulars
address R, C. Bonney, real estate and
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are;
No. j, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, barn and corral; all fenced and
under Irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
sin Lion; price $'!0 per acre.
No. 'I, Full bearing orchard of 1.200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Rspanola ; good house, barn, corral
and packing hciise; produced
2,900
bor-of apples law year; Irrigation
from Rio (Inmile; price $2,000.
No. ;i. Seven acre orchard and mar-- j
ket garden irnet,
mile to town,
railroad, postolHce, school and church;
telegood six room house, having
phone; iinrn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a tine homo; produces annually
$7trf to aftOO la vegetables alone; prtc
Riif.n.
'o. 4. For sale sheep ranch of Oil
acres with good fences and Improve
tnents, has excellent waiter, shelter
hay hind and controls several thou
sand acres of line goait grazing land
No hotter proposition for a paying
slicep ranch in New Mexico.
Xo. 5. Twenty acres, navhig about
acres of full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room
adohe house, well built and finished,
good barn; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of
trees which nerve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of the place;, produced last
vear over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
Xo. 0. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $3,250.
This place Is a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of sev
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of thta place
bring in annually $700 to $900. The
nel receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over 1500. Terms casa.
Ar-rlh-
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Have Yet a Very Good

LATEST

STYLE

Jne
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LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and in order noi to carry over for next seuson they will b sold from now
on at and below coit. Please call and look at them, no trouble to show
goods.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

'

SANTA

Aue oix.

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
I Cord and Stovt Wood Extra
"

CERR1LL0S

.nd HAG AN
TRANSFER aad

r

Phonf

5

MiTUIH

Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov
Delivered to Any
Part of th Cdr--

FOR SALE General merchandise
business on the El Paso & South- western In camera New Mexico. Stock
$15,000, to $20,000. Fine opportunity
for right party. Can explain good
reason for selling. Locality haaltlh-ies- t
In New Mexico. Address Inquiries
to this paper.

Wf HkoI BTftytWaf Movable
Branch Office aad Yar4a at Cerritlua, M X.

TOUAGK;

COAL WOOD')

1

Raton n.l Monern Scrcenotl Lump, per tun
MO
(kind Commercial Hilton Xnt
.Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, (into
and Cord Wood. All order? receive prompt find prnvfnl attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Garfield Ave., Near A..T.

A

'Phone No.

S. V. depot.

SV

TJG.

"

X. M.

Mino. and Mininci.

The Last Chance and Nearby Mines,
.,

miday, august

c STANDARD

24,

we.

TONIC

The in?redieuts of which S. S. S. is composed, and the method of com
bining und preparing thetn so that they gently and pleasantly build up and
strengthen every part of the body, make it the ideal tonic for a disordered
condition of the system. Every one feels the need of a tonic sometimes.
The system seems to get "out of gear, " the appetite becomes fickle, th
energies are depressed, sleep is not restful or refreshing, and the entire body
has a nervous, worn-ou- t
leeiin,". vvnen ine system is m wis aepieiea, run'
down condition it must be aided by a tonic, and S. S. S. is recognized evtry
where as the standard.
Being made entirely of roots, herbs and barks
selected for their gentle action as well as their invigorating effect on thi
system, it will not disagreeably affect any of the delicate members or tissue!
tonics on the market which contain potash oil
ni do most of the
some other harmful mineral ingredient. These derange the stomach and
digestion, unfavorably affect the bowels or otherwise damage tha health.
S. S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, improves the appetite, producei
feeling, and suppliei
refreshing sleep, rids the body of that tired,
the healthy circulation
tone und vigor to the entire system, It
of the blood, acts more promptly and gives better and more lasting resulti
than any other tonic, and because of its vegetable purity is an absolutely
safe medicine for young or old. 8. S. S. acts admirably in cases of dyspepsia, indigestion and other stomach troublesrand after using it that uncomfortable feeling of fullness, dizziness or drowsiness, after eating, are n
longer felt. Not only is S. S. S. the greatest of all tonics but possesses puri.
fying and alterative properties, and if there is a taint in the blood it will
promptly remove every trace and restore perfect health. In selecting youi
tonic for this year do not experiment but get S. S. S., the recognized stand
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, CM,
rd.

ful appliances required by the pan
process. The mill Is
amalgamation
one of tho best in tho district, and
The
complete In Its appointments.
iniue Is one of tho very best; the
surface ores are richer, and carry
greater values than many of the
neighboring claims. The shaft has
readied a depth of lilf? feet, the ore
vein and crovise maintaining its surface dimensions from tho grass roots,
to tho bottom. Tho ore wllh depth
a
In value.
Rccenlly
increases
line
ho pipe
for
new
survey
was
of tho company's water rights
completed, and Judging from Indications It Is nulto probable that, the
Maud S mine will soon be in the list
of tho leading bullion producers of
Silver Creek basin. The product to
dale in gold and silver closely

'

eases

OFFICE:

Ii

HOUSES TO RENT.
(Corot luiiert from Yesterday.)
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on Ihe reliable firm, Hughes
THE MOGOLLON DISTRICT.
& Delgado, OHlce west side ot Plaza. From Silver Oll.y Enterprise.

z

Santa Te.

XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA

WMllS

CHARLES W. DUDROW
ALL KINDS OF BU1LDINO

I'--

The Warden Group.
0 ,uineg consist of two claims, and
are situated about one quarter of a
mile below the portal of the Confidence tunnel on the Helen miming
company's property. The Amador lias
been partially developed by a tunnel
The New Mexican Printing Company on the vein. The pay material has
has on hand a large supply of pads an average width of six feet, the great
and tablets suitable for school work, er portion being milling ore. The pay
the desk, and also for lawyers and Btreak proper Is six ilnches In width
merchants; good anywhere. We will and mills from three and a half lo
sell them r live cents In bonk form, four and
ounces In gold per
$1 250,000,
ton, and from 250 to M0 ounces In
Deep Creek.
"Picnic for Two."
silver. The tunnel has penetrated the
Deep Creek Is the present northerly
Is the title of a new and very popumountain over 100 feet on the course
lar song now all the rage In the large ot the vein, rapidly gaining In depth limit of the exploited territory of the
cities where It Is being presented. as it Is driven. The Amador runs Coouey mining district. The porphyThere is also nnothor "Piclnic For parallel wllh the Confidence, and side ries and conglomerates Indicate the ex"Caught In Colorado."
HOTEL ARRIVALS,
Tho finest lot of Speckled Beauties
Two" or more which is dally being lines with the Jlurpny cialm, belong- istence of rich deposits of copper, and
locaores.
arrive
on
will
laid
Many
over
gold
at
the
that,
eyes
bearing
you
presented to the eating public
ing to the group. The opening on this
In the shape of the finest 25 claim
Palace.
shows au excellent grade of tions have been made which promise once n week at tho famous
confident-ilIt
ml
is
it
where they will be served a.t. a nominal
cent meal on this or any other earth. ore and the intentions of the owners, well nt the surface
II. W. Webb, Kansas City; Otto Axt,
I
believed hat. depth will dHnlcw sum. You can't afford to loso this op- New York; J. If. Bllllngster, ,T. W,
A trial will convince you.
the Messrs. Warden Pros, and Murphy,
of ore portunitv of securing a nice mo-- 8 of
contem- valuable and extensive bodies
Moore, Denver; F. M. McMahon, ColoIf fully carried out as now
Creek
of
the
make
and
region mountain ron t. Olve them a call, rado. Springs; M. Dillon Masterson,
Deep
LOW i'lAlES TO SANTA FE. N. M
of
in
the
will
result
oponlug
plated,
nn Inviting and profitable Held
fornn( tlioy will fix your order to your Mr. Robertson, Shoemaker.
via Santa Fe Railway.
a good mining group on a paying basis
invest ment.
Front Denver dorado Springs and at a
liking. They employ tho best cooks
Claire.
light expense.
The 'Frisco Valley.
and waitresses that money can pro- Pueblo the Simla Pe will sell tickets
Charles M. Wilson, Charles Atchi-- I
Banner and Olympia Group.
The
with
from r.ure. and yon will not meet
Tho land under cultivation
:it one fares for the round trip. Dates
son, M. Lewis, Denver; J. P. Lease,
The Olympia claim of the group, beto tho Pla-snear the Art- - '.appointment.
August 7, 11, 21, 2:i, 21, 2S: September
II. N. Greene, Boston; J.
on
j Hspanola;
lines
end
.
to
H.
....
o ni'.n
Johnson,
it
in.
:;, is, 2't, 27, 2S, 29; October 2. fl. 1C, longing
A. Buchanan, Paul Anaya, Albuquer-- l
one oi tne very ricnesi
Blue
the
turd,
,,
ot
no
and
lwlHCf,8
Troubles
Constipation
of
larB0
For
corn,
sale.
stomach
limit
crops
days from date
que A. C. Klnsoy, J. H. Wade, St.
claims In Silver Creole nasin,
Tho valIey
nm, Hth(v gralns
No one Mn rmonah,y hope for '
particulars Inquire of any ngent. Snnt.ii mining
Mrs. E. R. Manning and
Louis;
of
Helen
a
the
MlnJng
and
are
portion
wen a(lapte(1 for the ROnd digestion when the bowels
,g
Pe.
Maxwell CMty; Agnes Walsh,
daughter,
Tho
estale.
P. r. Marshall, Acting Agent. Company's
Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of
growing or fruits of all kinds. Then. constipated.
Topeka; Harry Cooper, Albuquerque;
Saut'.tFe, N. M. opening, a. tunnel one liundrodi (ireanumber oforchards In bearing; rOdwnrdsviile, 111., says: "1 suffered U. W.
Hoyt, Las Vegas.
feet in longth has produced some very the fortnnte owners find a ready mar- ciironlc constipation and stomach
Normandle.
whiIe
Dr8t
ore
class'
a9
hlgh grade
ket for their fruits In the mining troubles for severalyears, but, thanks
"Are You vilaa?"
Thomas Burbank, Cincinnati; J. L.
as towng of jiogol'lon and Cooncy. The
Stomach and Liver j
t0 chamberlain's
The finest 25 cent meal can now be the second and lesser grades
Kansas City; Juan Medina,
Restaurant. mined are specially well adapted for hay product averages about 5000 tona Tablets, am almost cured." SVhy not; Wilson,
secured at the
Las Crimes; Miss Ida Lee, Roswell;
A nice "Ladies Dining Room" hi conmining purposes, me nun vaiues, on nnmliy, the ranchman's labor con get a package of these lablet and get
p ,
Ortiz. Colorado; W. U.
slsts in cutting and balling the crop, well and stay well. Price 5 cents.
iipftlon wllh this popular restaurant.
wsk
Dwuh
Val,
Nerada.
,
A place where you can take your famselling It at his door to the merchants Samples free. For sale by all drug-G
Colgate; , stephen Eas.
in tho mining towns. All the corn and
ily and give them a treat al a small
ton. Gallinas;
Garcia, Juan
more than the valley furnishes likecost. Give them a call, ihey will
San Juan; Frank Kink, EsRspinosa,
cash
a
and
and
finds
home
cooks
wise
Good
obligRATES.
ready
EXCURSION
treat you right.
SUMMER
tancia; R. G. Putnam, Silver City.
market.
Bv wnv of the Santa Fo Central, E.
ing waitresses.
Co ron a do.
While the valley lands are valuable, I. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
Barney Warner, Las Vegas; Joso It.
wilt-btime
a
it
hut
short
very
HATES.
today
In
Michigan,
Kansas,
SUMMER TOURIST
Illinois,
points
Rpl- Anaya, Cosme
until tho mesa lands will he under culllnnesota, Missouri Nebraska . South ;mQ
Santa l'e lo Denver, Colorado Springs
Kennedy: Pascual
Imof
medium
tivation
the
&
Rio
through
liakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy Vianneva, Anolnnlo Sanchez,
and Pueblo via the Denver
pounded flood waters in conveniently
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
M. F. Shemeley,
Bmth,
George
T.- ,- OH, tn 1flli
constructed reservoirs, nnd the waters
Tl "
r,.i I'l BU-! I- tlllllC
XJfllL'M
'IU IV lu-Ui
September "0, final limit, October SUi
Vegas; Mrs. V. L. Roberts,
las
or
tho
to
In
mesas,
by
gasoline,
pumped
tor
return
of
Pueblo
to
1st
north
passage
10th, good
Stopovers allowed
electric power. The valley and the until October 31st.
either rlirecllon. To Denver and remesa
about
acres,
25,000
aggregate
On these excursions, rates to Chi
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return
The public is showing its appreciaand consist of the choicest and most
for rmul(j trp will be $48.25. St.
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and reag0
Socorro Louis $13.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem- tion of the attractive circulars sent
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CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
beauties
A fine mess of speckled
You can get some bargains in the
CAN
SELL
In
Children.
Diarrhoea
Summer
were received at the Bon Ton from an
real estate line right now by calling
Your Real Estate or Business
During the hot weather of the
old lime friend who sent them to the
i
No Matter Where Located
loose- - on the reliable real estate dealers,
unnatural
the
first
months
to
be
served
that
Ihey
may
manager
Properties and Business of all kinds noss of a child's bowels should have Hughes & Delgado Office west aide
Hie patrons of this popular place. Call
sold quickly for cash In nil parts of the Immediate attention, so ns to check of Plaza.
are
while
now
they
and get them
nlted Stales. Don't wait.. Wrilc to- the disease before It becomes serious.
fresh. They have a cook that knowB
day describing what you have to soil All that is necessary is a few doses "Make Hay While the Sun Shines."
how to fix them, and If you want a
and give cash price on same.
There is a lesson in the work ot tha
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
real treat in the eating line, why just
IF YOC WANT TO BUY
a dose thrifty farmer. He knows that the
followed
Diarrhoea
by
Remedy
be
will
a
and
yon
call,
give them
jiiny kind of Business or Real Rstate of castor oil to cleanse the system. bright sunshine may last but a day
twice as glad.
anywhere, at any price, write me your Rev. M. O. Stockland, Pastor of the and ho prepares for the showers which
can save you lime First M. IS. Church, Little Falls, Minn., are so liable to follow. So it should
requirements.
A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
'and money.
writes: "We have used Chamberlain's be with every household. Dysentery,
all
and
weak
III
III
Many a woman who is
DAVID P. TAFF,
morbus may
Colic, Cholera nnd Diarrhoea Remedy diarrhoea and cholera
run down, would thank Dr. Lauritzen
THE LAND MAN.
for several years nnd find it a very attack some member of the home with- Monk's Head, Cooney Canon.
from the bottom of her heart, if shel
Chamberlain's Colic,
415 Kansas Avenue.
valuable remedy, especially for sum-- ! out warning.
would only try Lauritzen's Health Ta-Diarrhoea
Cholera
and
KANSAS,
Sold
in
children.''
Remedy, which
mer
disorders
TOPEKA,
by
besides
bin Malt, or Malt Tonic, because II treatment, yield $30 per ton,
for these
best
medicine
the
known
all
t
druggists.
of a very considerable percentage which
would surely make n new woman
Com diseases, should always bo kept at
The New Mexican Printing
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businesslike
THE
and a pit ten feet
depth. High
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suRc.l!ilt.1fls of tho New Mexican Print- ore has been shipped to dis- west of Plaza.
and prlfca.
ESPANOLA VALLEY grade
Ing Company.
tant smelting points at a ,profit over
In
incurred
all
above
and
expenses
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
mining, and the long haul by wagon
Raising Abundance of Water.
of ninety miles. The greatest width
The Espanola Valley erf tiie Rio of the
vein, closely approximates fif'Grande beginning twenty miles north teen
from which assay values
feet,
of Santa Pe and extending north have been
taken, running from $00
twenty-fivmiles to Embudo Is per-- to $70 per ton. A feature of this, as
In
in every other property noted in these
haps ihe, greatest Irrigated valley
No other valley has a columns is that all of the openings
New Mexico.
'better climate, soil, variety of pro-- I and vein exposures show ore,
ducts or more abundant supply of
of which is a profitable millwater (or irrigation. The soil in this ing grade.
Willow Creek.
valley Is free from alkali, cold, Stormy
The utilization of the Willow Creek
winters or excessively hot, summers;
side of
it Is shut In by high mountains and water power, on ttie east
as a fruit district t.ho conditions are Mogollon range, Is now an assured
AND WE CAN
almost perfect. Thousands of acres fact.
Maud
S.
Mine.
The
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
The Maud S mine was discovered
of Ihe waters of the great Rio Grande
and located in the middle eighties,
roll by unused. Home seekers are
and is the principal of a group of three
here
more
are
and
settling
rapidly
claims, the Maud S, Link and Nelson.
welcomed to belp make this beautiful The little five
stamp mill on Mineral
valley the best In the Rockies.
Creek, of the Silver Hill Mining Com
, For
further particulars In general, pany was removed to Silver Creek and
prices ot bearing orchards, Improved occupied a site directly opposite the
and unimproved lands, etc., address! Maud S claim. The mill was opera- Roseoe 0, Bonney, real eslate and lm ted by steam power, and the metal
contents amalgamated up to 40 of 50
Little Frances Marie Knowlton li the daughmigration agent, Espanola, New
ter of Dr. F,. W. Knowlton, the olscnrerer of
per cent of their value on specially
tbli ereat halr growlng remedy, and her beautiprepared plates. This first attempt
ful hair was grown wholly by the use of this
at milling in Silver Creek was very
great tonic.
II. E. No. 4917.
This little girl had no more hair than the
unsatisfactory, and undaunted by the
average child before using Danderlne, while
NOTICE POR PUBLICATION,
loss of gold and silver by plat amal- now she has the longest and most beanllfiil
'
DEPARTMENT
OF THI! INTERIOR.
gamation recourse was ihad to laborhead o( golden hair ever possessed by a child
I.nnd Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
of ber age iu the world.
atory experiments. A pan of 20 pounds
Danderlne makes the scalp healthy and fertile
Anoint It, likitf.
capacity was attached to machinery,
Is
and keeps It so. It Is the greatest scalp fertiliNollce lierfihy triven that Kpitucia Brito a steam
jet applied and over 90 per
do Unrein, widow of Julio Garcia, has filed
zer and therefore the greatest
notice of l.flr Intention to make final proof cent of the fire assay realized. This
remedy ever discovered, it Is a natural food
in unpport of hia claim, via: Homenteid
was followed by the Introand a wholesome medicine for both the hair
See. experiment
Entry No. 4917 marie for the W NW
and eealp. Even a 2So, bottle of It will put
21. Township 16 N. Ranee 10 E, and that said ductlon of two old and wornout pans,
more genuine life in your hair than a gallon of
to
proof will hn miirip before the Register and which enabled the management
any other hair tonic ever made.
Receiver, at Sanla Fe, N. M. on September
treat the ore in 1000 pound lots, and
is, m.
She namen the following witnesses to gave a much
larger percentage of the
prove her continuous residence upon, nnd
values. A few weeks run rendered
cultivation of, the land, viz:
Tito Uurnn, Antonio Garcia, Matins
them useless. From this small be-- ;
Francisco Rritn, all of Santa Pc,
ginning over $14,000 was taken out,
MANUEL It. OTERO,
and fully established
the mineral
NOW at all drusreists, in three sizes, ZS cents, OU cents
k
ii Itii r. wealth and value of the property. The
and 91,00 per bottle.
little mill closed down until such
run-dow- n
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The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there Is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure In
all its statres and that Is Catarrh. Hall s
Catarrh Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
belnp a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and assisting
nature Id doing Its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers
that, they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Scud for list of
testimonials.
Address F, J. CHENEY A CO., Tolepn O.
Sold by all Drugglsta. 7So.
,
Take Hall i Family P Is for constipation.

i

time as new arrangements could be
perfected. Wilson the discoverer, sold
his interests to Colonel J. W. Fleming. At the conclusion of the negotiations leading to this transfer,
the
mill was remodeled, repaired and
thoroughly overhauled. Modern mill
machinery was installed and the new
management in a few weeks made
a success of their investment which
added greatly to annual product of the
district. The property then passed into the hands of the Colonial Mining
Company who erected a fifteen stamp
mill, with the necessary
pans for
amalgamating the ores and all need- -

FREE.

To show how quickly Danderine acts, we wilt
samnle free bv return mail to any one

this advertisement to the Knowlton Danderlne
and lo cents in silver or
Co., Chicago, with name and address
"

who aentls

Agt

L.t.tt Photo of FRANOE8 MARIE KNOWUTON, ,
880 Garfield Boulevard, Chicago
Four Years,

stamps to pay postage.
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Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not
beyond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
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Do not risk having
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or Diabeteg
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THE TIDY TADPOLE.

MMMWM

How Thli Chcerfnl Mill Cannibal
EaU and Deirlnpn.
A "wonderful spirit of tldluess seem
to pervade the tadpole world. They
always eat whatever him become uselesstheir own eggs, their superfluous
companions. Even those who are only
weakly are cleared out of the way and
the victims take It all as a matter of
course. I have disturbed a strong
member of the community Just as he
hod begun to dine off the tall of a
weaker brother, but the suffcror has
not troubled to escape ho simply waited till the fratricide returned to complete his deadly work.
For some time there Is no grave
change in the tadpoles. They simply
grow and become so far transparent
that their Internal mechanism, which
consists of one coll of Intestines, Is
plainly visible. When, however, they
are about three mouths old a careful
observer can distinguish a tiny foot
on either side of the base of the tall.
These grow slowly, but seem unable
to move Independently until shortly
before the border land Is passed which
leads to perfect froghood. The bind
legs have reached their full size before
the front ones appear, and, while the
feet grow slowly, the hands are ready
made and can be used at once. For a
day or two they can be seen under the
skin before they venture forth, and
their possessor is very restless and excited. He rushes madly about, jostling his comrades, and no doubt being
voted a bore then a more vigorous ef
fort breaks the skin and the tiny hand
and arm appear.
There seems some rule about the
order of precedence here, as there Is
when the whiskers go, for last year my
tadpoles, almost without exception,
had their right hands some hours tx
fore the left, while on previous occasions I have had an entirely left
banded crew. Chambers' Journal.

i,ri-

AT SEA.

CaiKlltiona fuller Wlilvli Sblpi' Sail
Sometime Sins'.
Some curious facts have beeii noted
with regard to the sound conducting
qualities of ships' sulls. When rendered concave by a gentle breeze, the
widespread sails of a ship are said to
be excellent conductors of sound.
A ship was once
sailing along the
coast of Bras!, far out of sight of
laud. Suddenly several of the crew,
while walking along the deck, noticed
that when passing and repassing a
particular spot they always heard with
great distinctness the sound of bells
chiming sweet music, as though being
rung but a short distance away.
Dumfounded by this phenomenon,
they quickly communicated the discovery to their shipmates, but none of
them was able to solve the enigma as
to the origin of those scemiugly mysterious sounds wbirb came to them
across the water.
Months afterward, upon returning to
Brazil, the crew determined to satisfy
their curiosity. Accordingly they mentioned the circumstance to thcli
friends and were informed that at the
time when the sounds were heard the
beds in the cathedral of San Salvador,
on the coast, had been ringing to celebrate a feast held In honor of one ot
the saints.
Their sound, wonderful to relate, favored by a gentle, steady breeze, bad
traveled a distance of upward of 100
miles over the smooth water and had
been brought to n focus by the sails at
the particular locality In which the
sweet sounds were first heard.
This Is but one of several Instances
of a similar kind, trustworthy authorities claiming that this same music Is
often heard under somewhat the same
circumstances and especially In a moisture laden atmosphere, London
En glial. Regard For Teaching-- .
If there is one occupation which
Englishmen are unanimous In condemning as degraded and degrading It
is that most fascinating, most difficult,
delicate and Important work, the training of the mind. In what are humorously called "the higher walks" of
teaching there are respectable salaries
to be earned and agreeable rooms or
houses for occupation. Here, purged
of the dross of utility, a man may once
more take rank as a gentleman, and
If he becomes head of a bouse the supreme uselessness of his position comnth
mands universal and silent
Century.
respect-Ninetee-

Gentian Rout.
Gentian root, often used as a tonic,
Is considered In many malarial countries a remedy against Intermittent fever. Especially Is this the case In Corsica, In that section of the island near
the town of Aleria, which Is infested
with malaria. The Inhabitants recently protested violently against the Introduction of quinine on the part of the
medical authorities, declaring that
they would not abandon the remedy
which had been used among them for
centuries, the gentian root, either powdered or simply masticated.

taite the Contrarr.

"After all, my friend," begau the sol
emn stranger, "life Is but a dream,

a- "-

"Not much, It ain't," snorted the hard
headed man. "In nearly every dream I
ever bad I was gettln' more money
than I knowed what to do with."
Philadelphia Press.
Frenchmen and Spanish.
French people find It difficult to
peak Spanish properly. Victor Hugo
boasted that be was the only French'
man who could really speak Spanish,
something of Spain being mingled In
his ancestry.
But tor some trouble and sorrow we
should never know half the good thert
Is about us. Dickens.
Getting Quick Action.
"The gambling Instinct, once aroused,
will make the victim gamble with anything," said a Detrolter. "I saw two
gamblers meet the other day and Indulge In n quick gamble with 50 cent
pieces. 'Odd or even?' asked the first.
'Odd,' said the second. And the man
with the odd date on the coin won.
His half dollar was dated 1879. The
other was dated 1880. Another 'game
Is played with dollar bills. It Is 'greenback poker,' and was hatched In Washington. Each bill bears a series number-say,
99667034 or the like. In the
njimber cjte are two nines jnd three
.
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., ut the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

Old Mexico.

ind rwidenw lots, size 25il4G feet, laid

out with broad 80 and

t

streets, with alley

?0 feet

wide, with beautiful lako and publio park and grind old
shade trees; public school hmw., coaling $16,000; churitb-es- ;

(Vrunercial Club; a population of
eral large mercantile establishments; the

1,500
Helen

people; sevPatent Roll-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery, three
tels, restaurants, etc.,
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Int sIm,
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modern hoirl.
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BELEN TOWNSITE

for wool, Hour, wheat, wine, Ivans and hay in Central Ne

Its importance as a great commercial
city iu thtt near future cannot bt eatiraatal.
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Belen is the largest shipping point

Mexico.
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Ftittwe Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
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of Santa Fe R'y.
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a Tuir house.'' TETnexf man
may liuve a bill numbered 722KW09.
Ho has, you observe, two pairs.
"'High wins,' the players say ou
meriting, each holding his bill out of
sight. Thou they compare aud settle
up. 'Greenback poker' Is a good quick
way to lo.e a whole lof of money."
sTxi's

MUSIC

,

ME T
1,000 butuneHs

tMGE SEVEN.

Detroit News.

Model SlcLm-nii-.
The pretty girl had told the artist
that she had posed before, aud on the
strength of thnt statement sho got n
lob. She hadn't held the pose teu minutes before she turned deadly white
and sauk to the floor.
"Model sickness," said Ihe experienced artist after she hud gone. ''I
knew she was lying, for the first timers
always got it. It la its well denned u
complaint ns seasickness 'and has to bo
treated the same way. H ts a form of
nausea and is caused as much by the
nervous strain the new model Is always under na by Hie unusual experience of standing In one position.
I
have had big. strong men, even tie
groes, go the same way. It Is some
thing every artist has lo make allow
ances for, aud only practice can cure
It, although I know old models who
still suffer from it, especially If they

are

In

an awkward pose." Exchange.

THE

HUMAN

BRAIN.

It I'niirrgoea Wonderful
During It Growth,

( liangat

The wonderful changes which the Im
man biuiu undergoes from the moment
when It first appears in the embryo tin
til It becomes the perfected laboratory
of thought characteristic to the matured human being has been commented
upon by several of the leading writers
on biology, physiology,
etc. During
these successive changes, or, rather,
transformations from the lower to the
higher sphere, Ihe humun brain not
only takes upon itself the general shape
and form of the brains of various rep
rescutatives of the lower classes of animals, but appears to have the same
structural constituent1!, at least to ti
certain degree. Thus It has been found
that the original germ of the brain a
It appears in the human embryo has
the exact outlines of a serpent's thought
factory. After that the changes which
take pluce while the brain is assuming
the various shapes which It must un
dergo before it becomes perfect give It
a decided resemblance to tLe brains of
fishes, birds ami maramiferous ant.
mala.
"Rein's "Thoughts ou the Structure
of the Human Brain" and Wilson's
"Anatomy of the Human Body" both
mention these queer transformations,
as does nlso Hugh Miller In his famous
work, "Testimony of the Rocks." Miller puts It In this way: "It has long
been known that the human brain is
built up by a wonderful process, during which It assumes lu succession the
form of, the brain of a serpent, a fish,
a bird, and .lastly, before It assumes the
characteristic human form, It takes upon itself the outline of a mammlferous

quadruped's brain." Hence the remark
made by scientific writers that "man Is
th sum total of all animals."

POOR. HANDWRITING.
Oa

at the Caaiea That Downed
poleon at Waterloo.

Na-

The nose of Cleopatra had a marked
Influence on the destinies of the ancient world. The handwriting of Napoleon I., we are assured by recent
historians, had a similar effect upon
tbe evolution of the modern world,
He did not write; he scrawled. By
reason of this, among other causes, he
lost Waterloo. Grouchy could not read
with exactness his decisive message.
Was It "bataille engagee" (battle is
on), or "bataille gagnee". (battle ts
won)?
Grouchy chose the latter significance
and, not believing it necessary to press
forward, arrived too late. So much for
the curl of a letter, a pen stroke or an
illegible swell to an "a."
This question was brought forward
by the writing master of the elder
Dumas.

"Remember, Alexandre," the master

said to him, "the great defeat of the
emperor was due only to his scrawling
hand. If you wish to succeed in the
world be careful of your heavy and
your light strokes." So if Napoleon
had known bow to write legibly or if
be had taken the trouble to do so bis
descendants would reign today In
France and we should not have had

the republic. It appears historically
established toduy that Dumas' writing
master was right. And on such slight
things rests the fate of empires, Cri
de Paris.
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From the time Marcia Ford was a
little girl she was given to understand
that sho was to marry a rich man. The
disadvantages of poverty and the advantages of wealth were drummed Into
her ears till It was supposed that she
had learned her lesson well. She was
a quiet, obedient girl, and as sho was
attractive her mother had great hopes
of at least seeing her the wife of either a practical business man or the
heir to an estate. Marcia knew that n
union with a scholar, a plodding physician, clergyman or even a lawyer
would be forbidden. As to one who
followed the fine arts for a living, Mrs.
Ford would put her dnughlcr behind
bars rather than permit her to marry
one of them.
Several men either of meaLs or heirs
to means became suitors for the girl's
hand, but she gave no assurance that
she would hooso between them. Then
her mother received a shock. She dis
covered that her daughter was corre
sponding with some one who signed
himself "Arthur," and this Is all the
clew she had to his identity. Confronting her daughter with the evi
dence of her disobedience, she demand
ed to know who Arthur was. Marcia
declined to enlighten her. The mother
stormed and pleaded and, finding her
daughter obdurate, shut her up aud
hired a duenna to divide the watch,
Marcia made no effort to leave the
house, aud, though the two jailors
watched with the greatest care, they
did not discover that the prisoner was
attempting to communicate with any
one. Weeks, months, passed, while
Marcia was the same obedient girl she
had always been except that she would
not reveal the identity of her lover.
But so long as she refused her promise
to give him up Mrs. Ford would not
relax her watchfulness.
No men except such as brought supplies to the house were permitted lo
come upon the premises. Mrs. Ford
offered to permit her daughter to see
such visitors as she herself might ap
prove of, but Marcia said that If she
could not receive whom she pleased she
did not care to set) any one.
One spring, when the demon of house
cleaning enters into all good housekeepers, Mrs. Ford determined to give
her house a thorough overhauling. Tapering was needed, hut new paper
would not match old paint, and the
lady decided to have the painting done
first. She meditated going to the
country while the decorations were being made, but for two reasons decided
to remain at home. In the first place,
she wished to superintend the work
herself, and, It,; the second, she dared
not take her daughter where sho could
not as well watch her as at home.
Since It was at the height of the season for reuovating dwelling houses,
but one painter was set to work. Mis.
Ford eemcd afraid of a man coming
Into
home, even a house painter,
and followed him about under
of Reelng that he did Ills work
properly. He did not do It to suit her,
but was very obliging, nnd when he
bad pointed a room a color that clashed with another room opening lulo It
agreed to do It all over again, taking
the loss upon himself.
"Are you a journeyman?" asked Mrs.
Ford.
"I have been a painter five years,"
replied the man meekly.
"Weil," added the lady, much annoyed at the delay and the position she
was placed In, "yon will never make a
living with the brush. You have no
Idea of tbe harmony of colors.. Faint
the room over, and I will divide the
loss of time with you."
With marked good nature and patience tbe man painted the room over,
but so slowly that by night be had not
half finished It. Mrs. Ford telephoned
to bis employer to send tbe next day a
man who knew bis business, but the
proprietor replied that he had not another man to spare. So tbe next morning the Imbecile appeared and went to
work again. When he had finished the
room he had first spoiled the colors
were a dream of harmony, and when
Mrs. Ford went In to look at It she
was surprised to see a decoration she
had not bargained for. There was a
little niche In tbe room from which a
rosy cupId smiled at her.
"Did you do that?" she asked of the
laborer.
"Tea, ma'am. I know how to paint
signs."
"It's very pretty, but I don't want It
thfil
paint It out"

The man; apparently "Ifot the least
sensible to the want of appreciation of
his work, ran his brush over It and began to paint the next room.
When the painter was gathering up
his brushes to leave the lady inspected
his work and found it had been done so
badly that she was quite besido her-- ;
self. She stormed and threatened, and
between her wrath and the painter's
explanations lu defense of his work
sho was kept some time. When the
painter had departed she went to find
her daughter.
The bird had flown.
Mrs. Ford .vas without knowledge as
to where the fugitive had gone till the
next morning, when she saw a notice
In a paper that Arthur I'arke, the rising young artist whose picture "Love's
Expedient" had been recently sold for
an enormous sum, bad married Miss
Marcia Ford, the daughter of Mrs. Peter Ford of M
square. How the
lover managed to communicate with
Marcia nnd the two set the trap for her
she never knew. The girl had bribed u
newsboy who left papers at tho bouse
to take several notes to her lover, lu
one of which sho mentioned the proposed Improvements, but when her
lover appeared In the gulso of a bouse
painter she was greatly surprised.
EDNA C. WALLACE.

The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centre!
to either Vera Cruz or
Tampion,,
'SliNSIIINF ROITH, vu romNCE (UTEWAY.thence via the famous Ward Steam-to
New York. Tho return
ship Line
FAST PA39LNGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
iTf.AMSHI?
will he by rail over any line to El
TO ALL PARTS OF THE, WORLf
Taso. The entire trip, covering thou-- '
sands of miles. Havana. Cuba, and Its
(famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the Unlted States, can be made for $122.60. A
;more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed nnd the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes tbe City of Mexico, the!
i'aris or America.
Further lnfor-- '
malion can be secured by addressing
A. Dtilohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdoch, As
sistant General Passenger Agent, City

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
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If you cannot afford to pay for u
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly i
New Mexican
Review
and get Ihe!
cream of Ihe week's doings. It Is a
good paper to send to your friends.
If you want anything on onrth
Mexican "ml."

try

n New

The Omirey.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Allusion is often made, especially in
fashion journals, to "osprey" feathers.
Few words have been more loosely
MASONIC.
bandied about than this bird name.
Tho Itouiau author Pliny's "ossifraga"
Montezuma Lodge No
(bone breaker) has been identified with
A. M. Regu1, A, F.
the lammergyer, a vulture that is relar communication flrM
too
to
It
break
bones
for
big
up
puted
Monday of each month
to devour whole by dropping them
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
from a height upon rocks. But both
"osslfrage" and "osprey," a newer
p. m.
form, came to be applied to quite anII. F. STEPHBVJ, W. M.
other bird, the fish hawk, which is ALAN II. McCOItD, Cecy.
now the true "osprey." Yet the "osprey" feathers more properly egret
Santa Fe Chaptor, No,
do not come
feathers, or aigrettes
1, It. A. M. Regular
from this bird, but from the egret, or
convocation 2nd Mon
lesser white heron.
day of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
The Sen Otter.
p. m.
The sea otter combines tho habits of
S. SPITZ, H. P.
a seal with the Intelligence and amusing character of the otter. When met ARTHUR SBL1GMAN, Becy.
In herds far out at sea, which is but
Santa Fe Comrnantlery No
seldom now, they are commonly seen
K. T. Regular conclave
swimming ou their backs, They even
fourth Monday In each
eat their food lying in this position on
month at Masonic Hall at
the water and nurse their young ones
:. ()!. m.
on their chests between their paws, exW. B. GRIFFIN, B. C.
W. II. KENNHDY, Recorder.
actly as a south sea Island mother
swims with her baby lu the water.
When swimming in this attitude they
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
even shade their eyes with their paws 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
when the sun dazzles them.
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tho third Saturday of each month
One of HIn Iuferloi-Nat 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
"He says he always trios to be polite Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza
to his inferiors an- d- Hey, where are Visiting Scottish Kite Free Maioni are
you going?"
N
cordially Invited to attend.
"Going to find him and klve him a CHARLES FRANKLIN JCASLEY. 82.
licking."
Venerable Master.
"What for?"
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
"I met him this morning, nnd he was
as polite as a dancing master." HousI. O. O. F.
ton Post.
.

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso A 8outhweteni
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways.
At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grcnds Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rack Island & Pacific Railway, vis
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. QRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'v and Treat.
.
J. P. LYN&,
A. L. GRiMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Past. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

1

e

-

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, 1 O. O. V.,
The Other War.
meets
every Thursday evening In Odd
The teacher had been talking about
a hen sitting on eggs, says English Fellow' Hall, San Francisco itreet
welcome.
Country Life, and, with the Incubator Visiting brothers
MAX KALTER, N. Q.
In mind, asked if eggs could be hatchDAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
ed In any other way.
"Yes, sir," said an experienced perKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
son of nine, "Put 'em under a duck."
The Remedy.
"You're not lu love, Robbie. You
only think you are."
"Well, how the dickens am I to flud
out my mistake If I am mistaken?"
"Ob, marry the woman by all means.'1
Home Notes.
A Dlntlnctlon.
Mistress Have you bad any experi-encwith children? Bridget Nope,
but they have had some wld me.

u

Santa Fe Lodge, No. i, Knight of
Pythias, Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTBR, O. O.
.TOIIN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
6. P. O. E.

The .Miracle.
Woodland What Is the difference between a wonder and a miracle? Lorain Well, If you'd touch me for $5
tnd I'd lend It to you it would be a
wonder. Woodland That's so. Lorain
And if yon returned it that would be
a miracle.
Tobucco Penalties.
The shah of Persia, In the seven

teenth century, proclaimed that every
soldier lu whose possession tobacco
was found should have his lips cut;
while lu the same ceptury Massachusetts ordered that "no person shall take
tobacco publicly, and nny one shall pay
one peuuy for every time be Is convicted of taking tobacco in any place."

Santa Fe Lortbe, No. 440, B. P. O. .,
holds its regular session on the socon
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KINO, I. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

PRICE-LIST-

t

l!

if

112,
FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodga, No. 259, Fraternal
1
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellow' Hall,
San Francisco itreet Visiting Tracers welcome.
R, L. BACa, Fraternal Maitwr.
DAVID O0NZALB9, Becy.
aUGOTl O MONTOYA, Trea
9--

41
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One line Stamp, not over 2J inehea long
lie
Each additional line on samo stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over inches long. . . ,26c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Sc
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 85c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type, used is over one-hainch iu size, we charge
for one line for etch one-nainch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dator, any town and date for ten years
11.00
iOo
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
35c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00

SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
10c; 2i3J, 15c; 21x3, 25c; Zxi, 35c; 31i6J, 50c;
41x71, Mo.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JJEW FfEXICAJU PRIJSITIfJG CO.
SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

.

f AGS

SANTA Tfi NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

EI9H

BAIS,

GH0CEIS,

GARTWRIGHT-DAVINo. 4.

CO.

S

Meat Market Telephone

40

No.

'

out
meat, market still turns
best to oe uad in fancy cuts ot
beef, pork, mutton, veal and lamb. On
Friday we have a fine selection ot
fresh fish, both eastern and Califoron Monday and
nia. Poultry
Our

tihe

CANTALOUPES.
The Rocky Ford variety of cantaloupes which we are now receiving
are sweeter and better flavored than
any seen here for a number of years.
They are now at tiheir best and reasonable in price. 5c, 10c, 12

COFFEE.
ol
Have you tried our selection
coffees In packages? . They are put up
by Chase and Sanborn, which is a

MISSION GRAPES
guarantee of quality.
2."c
Mission grapes from Las Cruces White packages, per lb
are
27
which are much the best we get
Yellow packages, per lb
3flc
now coming forward in good supply.
lied packages, per lb
30c
Green packages, per lb
i''c
Gray packages, per lb
These coffees are all great values,
GOOD TEA.
Our selections of, teas in packages and for the price cannot be equalled,
are ver. large. We especially recom- we tnink.
mend Chase & Sandborn's..The Royal
Gem Line at 40c per half pound packet
BON AMI.
are ot fine flavor and great strength,
varieties, Oolong and English Break'I, lis is 1lie scouring soap that is
fast. Chase and Sanborn's Fancy
win-blends of tea are exquisite hi flavor particularly adapted to cleaning
II
and are the best teas we carry. Pack- dows, metals, fine wood work, etc.
Price 10c.
ed in
pound canisters at 3iic each. does not scratch.
Varieties, Oolong, English Breakfast
and Ceylon. Chase and Sanborn also
a
BORAXJ.
put up for us under our own brand
mixture of Oolong and Gunpowdertea
A powdered soap for the toilet and
on which we have an excellent trade,
Contains borax. Very fine, 25c.
bath.
40c.
each
tin
cans,
pound
. .

.
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Gentle Shower Give Way to Su- nMild, Pleasant
Temperature
Raymond A. Wells, manager of the
Continues,
Central Department of the
Express Company, with headquar"Santa Fe is the sunshine city of ters at Kansas City, and C, L. Mackenthe sunshine territory," remarked a zie, superintendent of the Colorado,
tourist recently and the local weather-- ' New1. Mexico division of the same
man rose to the occasion nobly and company, with headquarters in Denbore out the statement. The showers ver, spent today In town on official
that have fallen for a. few hours dur-- i business. Mr. Wells Is one of the
lng the past few days, suspended biiai-- i bewt known olliclals of the company
ness yesterday. Indications are that who has made an excellent record and
there will be none today. They en- has been connected with It for many
hanced the charms of the climate, years. Mr. Mackenzie has been diviat Denver for
however, rather than otherwise. The sion superintendent
dust was laid, crops and all sorts of a;bout a year and has conducted the
foliage were brightened ond, the air company's affairs since assuming that
borrowed an Intoxicating freshness office, efficiently and courteously.
!hat was a pure, unadulterated Joy In These officials left this evening for
itself.
Albuquerque and for the south, and
"For perfect climate, I will always west on company business. Mr. Wells
remember Safita Fe," concluded the visited Santa Fe about fifteen years
tourist.
ago ami was agreeably pleased with
Here Is what the weather man has evidence of Improvements and proto say about it today:
gress he saw here as well as in every
The temperature at C o'clock this place he has passed In the Territory,
morning was 54 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was 53
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 77 degrees at 3:40 p.
(Continued from Page Five.)
m., while the minimum temerature
C
51
was
degrees at a. m. The mean
in
O. H. Donart of I.amy, arrived
temperature for the day was 64 de
grees wllh a relative humidity of (13 the city today to assume his duties asj
local agent for the Atchison, Topelta
per cent.
& Santa Fe Railway.
The special train from Alamosa carCAMPF1RES BURNING
ying the baseball team of that place
delegation or rooters will
ON FOREST RESERVE and a big
arrive here Sunday between 12 and

Minor City Topics.

-

1 o'clock.
G. H. Donart,

CLAIMS

FOR
$768,948 REJECTED,

MARKET

AUGUST

24, 1906.

St. Michaels College

claim of
Washington, Aug. 2L-the Hormlguero Company, of Cuba,
Involving $768,948 for damages to a
sugar plantation by Cuban revolution-Ists In 1895, has been rejected by the1
Spanish clnims commission, except:
$10,000 which was allowed tor minor
The commission held that
matters.
there had heen no neglect on the
part of the Spanish authorities.
Thn

Wells-Far-g-

FRESH MEATS.

WATERMELONS.
Oklahoma
We are now receiving
melons. The quality Is good, and the
price reasonable.

CUBAN

Personal Mention.
(Continued from Page Four)

San Francisco Street,

No. 250

brocerv Telephone

SUNSHINE CITY OF
SUNSHINE TERRITORY

BUTCHERS!

FRIDAY,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
,

p,,,,,
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ii

man
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REPORT,

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. 24. Money on call

Strang 4't) per cent.
Mercantile Paper
Bar silver 6G

per cent.

51-2-

New York,- Aug. 24.

Lead and

cop-

per firm, unchanged.
St..

louis,

Mo

Aug. 24.

THE

Spelter

FORTY-EIGHT-

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.

H

weak 5.87

BROTHER E. LEWIS President.

PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
24.
Wheat, Sept.
Chicago, Aug.
71 12; Dec. 74
; Dec. 43
Cora, Sept. 48
Dec. 30
Oats, Sept. 29
Pork, Sept, $17.05; Jan. $13.45.
Lard, Sept. $8.80; Oct. $8.87
Oct.
Ribs. Sept.
GRAIN,

DENVER & iW) GRANDE

$S.871-2(S)8.9f-

$8.fi5.

WOOL

MARKET.

Louis, Mo., Aug.
steady and unchanged.
St,

STOCK

24.

Wool

MARKET.

Atchison 104; pfd. 1011-4- .
New York Central 143

"Scenic Line of the Wotld."

pfd.

142

Southern Pacific 91
Union Pacific 108; ifd, ft..
Copper UO
Steel 47
pfd. 107

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

Cause Arrest of Sheep Herders Arformerly station agent
raigned Before U. S. Commissionat Lamy, for the Atchison, Topeka &
EE
LIVE 8TOCK.
er and Bound Over,
Santa Fe Railway, has been appoint
Mo Aug. 21. Cattle
Kansas
City,
ed as agent for the company, In Santa
receipts two thousand, steady; native
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
Charged with neglect inn to extin Fe, vice H. S. Lutz transferred to steers $40 6.25; southern steers $2.70
arDonart
Mr.
AND ALL COLORADO POltf fS
guish camp fires which they had built Berkeley. California.
native
df l; southern cows $23.25;
ived in the ell y today and was check
in the .lemez Forest Reserve, .luan Es
cows and heifers $5; stackers and
plnosa of Santa Cruz, and Demeeio ed In this afternoon.
bulls $23.25;
feeders $2.404.G0;
and West
was
Connection at Donver witJs ail line
of
Charles
Cordova
of
Quemndo,
Garcia
San Juan, both of whom are
calves $3(rt$fi.50; western $3.C0f $5.30;
Albuon
to
in
his way
the city today
Low
Other
Line.
sheep herders, were arraigned this
Ratet
and
tu
(,TG; western cows $2(5-1Time at Quick
morning before Tjnited States Com- querque, from where he leaves in a
2,000, strong; mutreceipts
Sheep
missioner John P. Victory. They few days for Greenevllle, Tennessee, tons $4.00; lambs $fi6.75; range
pleaded guilty to the offense and were where he will enter Tusculum Col wethers $4.2565.75; ewes $1.25(3)5.50.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
bound over to await the action of the lege. He will bo accompanied by
Aug. 24. Cattle receipts
Chicago,
next federal grand jury. Both fur- Clifford Perea of Albuquerque, and 2,500,
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
Beeves $3.85$6.60;
slow.
nished bond, bail being fixed at $250 Acorslno Lucero of El Rito, who will rows and heifers $1.40$5.20; stock-cr- s
No Tiresome Delayt at Any Station.
also enroll themselves as students at
each.
and feeders $2.40 $ 1.30; Texans
Tusculum
College.
Esplnosa and Garcia were arresied
$3.G54.r0; westerners $3.6005.30;
In Rio Arriba County near GalMnas,
City Passenger and Ticket Agent calves vs).50(&$7.75.
for I'lttrtretcA advertlelnf Matter r Iufomatlo Addrfi
on the evening of the 21st by Forest J. P. Lyng of the Santa Fe Central
Sheep receipts 10,000, strong. Sheep
r
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
Guards F. G. Blake and Stephen Railway made a trip a few days ago $3.5ftffl$.ri.Gn; Lambs $4.75$S.
to
over
the
line
from
here
MEXICO.
Torrance.
NEW
SANTA FE,
Easton, who brought them to the city
A. S BARNEY, T. f. A
1
yesterday nfternoon. Forest Guard Ho reports that he found conditions
1 iiiu ii
mMnwmam&mmMwmmmmtiMmmtwmmvi
mh
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Hugh H. Harris, who Is in charge of very satisfactory, the farmers arid
the local office of the forestry bureau ranchers being encouraged over the
during the absence of Supervisor Leon outlook. In the Estancia Valley he
Articles of Incorporation.
L- -I
the line are
F. Kneipp, swore out the complaint says (he towns along
The following articles of incorporabefore the United States commis booming, particularly Estancia, Wil- filed in the office of
lard, Morlarty and Mcintosh. At Es tion have been
sioner.
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds;
The bureau of forestiry Is very strict tancia he found several business housF. 3, Houston Company.
Principal
es and dwellings going up. Willard
about, the building of camp fires with
of business, Albuquerque, New
in the borders of the forest reserves, will soon have a bank and il is rum- place
Territorial agent, Frank J.
as nearly every forest lire that occurs ored that a wool scouring plant will Mexico.
at Albuquerque, Capital
Is traceable to this source. The Jemez also be built there in the not far dis Houston,
stock, $10,000, divided into shares of
Korest Reserve is divided Into ten tant future.
$100 each, commencing business with
districts and during one month five
$G.000.
Object, taking over the existforest fires occurred in one district HETTY GREEN
ing mercantile business, of Frank J.
alone on account of carelessness in
SCORES THAW Houston. Duration, fifty years. Inbuilding camp fires or leaving them
corporators, Frank J. Houston, Josestill burning. Congress passed a law,
Bellows Falls, Vt., Aug. 24. "If my phine B. Houston, and C. V. 0-- Werrecently, making it a misdemeanor
to commit an offense of this kind. The boy Ned lived as Thaw did and com nicke, Jr., of Albuquerque.
Commanche Consolidated Copper
following is an extract of the trespass mitted the crimes he did, I'd give
and fire laws referring to forest re him a hypodermic myself and put him Company, has filed a copy of its artiserves which was approved May 5 away where there would be no more cles of incorporation under the laws
of Washington with the amendments
chance for disgrace."
1900:
This
statement
remarkable
came
required for incorporation under the
who
shall
fire
a
Any person
build
in or near any forest timber or other from a most remarkable woman, said laws of New Mexico. Principal office,
inflammable material upon the public to be the richest woman in the United Seattle, Washington. Principal office
In New Mexico, at Fairview,
Sierra
domain, shall, before leaving said fire States Mrs. Hetty Green.
The "Ned" spoken of is E. H. R. County. Territorial agent, Henry B.
totally extinguish the same. Any per
son failing to do so shall be deemed Green, head of the Texas Midland Johnson, at Fairview. Capital stock,
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon Railroad and candidate for the hoMing $150,000, divided into fifty thousand
shares of the par value of $5 each.
conviction thereof 1n any disitrlol Republicans for governor of Texas.
"It is the trouble of a Tace for so - Object, general mining and milling
court of the United States having jur
isdiction of the same, shall be fined In etet.y preference today," slie said business. Duration, fifty years. Ina sum not more than one thousand "They have made all kinds of allega- corporators, John J. Hagerty, Marcus
dollars or be imprisoned for a term tions that, because I am supposed to M, Murray, Maurice D. Leehey, B.
be immensely rich, I wanted to break Theodore Johnson,
of not more than one year, or both."
Claude Messer
Esplnosa and Garcia had built camp Into society for Sylvia's sake. Every Smith, Seattle, Washington; James B.
tires and gone away leaving them still word of ilhat is a lie, for I am not anx- Taylor, Harry B. Johnson, Fairview,
burning, it is alleged, even after hav ious for any of their company and New Mexico; John C, Akard, Bisboe,
ing seen the notices which are posted neither Is Sylvia.
CanaArizona; Angus Mackintosh,
"Some of the sets in New York
up at Intervals all through the forest
nea, Mexico.
reserve, i ne notices explain the dan and particularly the one that Thaw
Two New Rangers Appointed.
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Kneipp
ger ot building fires in the timber, and White traveled in are livli.gr In
as to percautions a worse manner than the people of has appointed two new rangers for!
give instructions
that should be used, and in large let Sodom and Gomorrah did, and I know the Jemez Forest Reserve. They are
ters cans attention to the fine that It, for didn't some of them itry to James Lease of Espanola? nntfThom-aCornwell of .Pecos. The former has
may be imposed for violation of the tempt my boy Ned just after I took
him out of college and brought him been assigned
law. The notices are printed both
temporarily to the disto
One of those act. esses trict in tho
Chicago.
English and in Spanish. The English
vicinity of Espanola until
notices are posted up only at the road tried to snare him there and the1' Mr. Kneipp returns from his tour of
and trail crossings, but the Spanish When I fought her she came the reli- Inspection of tho Pecos Forest Renotices are scattered all through the gious dodge on me, telling of how serve. The latter has not as yet been
badly her minister down In Lexing- assigned.
reserve.
FLAT :
:
BLANK :
rorest Ouards Blake and Easton ton, Kentucky, would feel about the New Postmasters Appointed In Arizona.
have been discovering deserted camp position she was placed In by mv boy.
"I ended her game very quickly
fires still burning lately, and have
Washington, Aug. 24. The followI wrote to the minister's wife, ing fourth class
been on the lookout for the guilty when
postmasters have been
for If you want anything to spread appointed for Arizona:
parsons. The result was the nrrests
just tell the wife of tho m'inis.er in
of Esplnosa and Garcia.
Basin, Mohave County, Arizona, Les-liany community and you will never
A. Gillett, vice J. P. Holman reneed to hire an advertising agent."
signed.
THIRD NEGRO LYNCHED
Cedar, Mohave County, Arizona,
IN TEN DAYS. ST, LOUIS REPUBLICANS
William P. Carr, vice I. M, George, reNOMINATE H. M. COUDREY,
signed.
'Columbus, S. C, Aug. 24. William
Portal, Cochise County, Arizona, C.
a
St. Louis, Aug. 24,
Spain,
negro was riddled by bullets
Congressman F. McCord, vice E. F, Epley resignby a mob here yesterday evening after Harry M. Coudrey was yesterday re- ed. attempting to rob a house. This is nominated for Congress by the RepubSoipal Coconino County, Arizona, W.
the third lynching in this territory in licans at a direct, primary. There was H. Harrison, vice C. L. Woods
resignten days.
no opposition.
ed.
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HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
for the wealthy. Let us show you our list o! property.
rare

bargains
Office West Side of Plaza,

:

Santa Fe B.

:

:

:

M.

ill

W.

AKERS,

V

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
good9 in government bond and can guarantee absolute
entrance
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

Proprietors.

TOWNSEIND,

1

EADQUARTERS
far WeddUg Caxd
ik Hew

tJ iaiMuuiili

'

UBLISHERS

M

ModcM.

is; m witii ww wrmi

RINTERS..

u tit rua rt

-

Mercantile Stationery
Manictaf!

BINDERS

Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.

s

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent

New Mexicj.

Santa Fe,

LI

BOOK.

OPENING

HO FOR

TflE

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
GoodjRoad via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCDDDATIOpS
i

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

N. M.

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

iOJBTTO
SANTA

FE,

ACADEMY- NEW

MEXICO.

You'll Have to Hurry!
A

Chamberlain's

1

lady Just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment ot Mexican drawn work.
She Deeded money and we bought all
Come quick and get the
she had.
first pink,
A

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

--4

THE ORIGINAL
OLD

: CURIO

:

Tri

ifrwJ

U'

fa

'

U--

STORE
J

301-30- 3

J

We Are Headquarters

sortment

for the Best

As-

of

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

tti

M

(

j tii

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In the United 8taea.

In-

J. M. DIAZ, M.

Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some time during the

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
o

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man teel at peace wilb th
wLole world. You ca get It at the
Bon Ton Hotb! and Lunch Counter.

OPENS SEPTEMBBB 8. 1906.

202 Water Street.

Office

year.
This remedy it recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many years and know its value.
It . has received thousands of
.

testimonials from grateful people.
It hu been prescribed by phy-sicia-ni
with the most satisfactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
er a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Caa
you afford to ruk so much for so

littler

BUY IT NOW.

1

tn

3

p,

Telephone

Hours

No.

D.
30.

:

m., except Wpdnesdny
'
aud Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodiitlnna lor
' limited number nf patients.

"

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru

ments. Faradlc, galvanle
and static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet. Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

.

